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Abstract

This thesis attempts to summarize the current development in the study of retail-

gasoline price adjustments, and uses the cumulative adjustmentfunctioìt to test for

asymmetric pricing behaviour in the Canadian context. The regression model is based on

tbe 7997 study ofBorenstein, Cameron, and Gilbert, with the added consideration of

extreme price shock periods during the early 1990s. For the ten-year period between

January 1987 and December 1997, the¡e is indication ofpøltern and, a.mount asynmetry

in the response of the Canadian retail price to changes in the price of crude oil. Although

there are arguments among researchers on the interpretation of econometric results, this

thesis leaves the interpretation to later studies.
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Chapter I

Introduction

Objective of the Thesís

The existence of complex trading and distribution chan¡rel in the petroleum

industry presents some difficulty in identifying cost transmission pattems between ¡etail

gasoline prices and those of preceding stages. Earlier studies of the U.S. and U.K.

gasoline markets have identified certain degrees of asymmetric and incomplete

passthrough of costs at certain levels of the mark et. pattern asymmetry is typically

defined as the inconsistency between the rates ofchange in the downstream prices

(retaivwholesale gasoline) in responding to increases and decreases in upstream prices

(crude oil). The general trend is that downstream prices tend to respond faster to

increases in upstream prices than decreases. Furthermore, some studies have

demonstrated that upsheam price changes do not transmit onto downstream prices in the

full amount. The failure of complete transfer ofthe changes in crude oil prices onto

gasoline prices is known as amount asymmetry. The evidence ofsuch behaviour has led

some researchers to question the completeness ofcost passthrough, and the structure of

retail gasoline pricing in general. Resea¡chers have yet to agree upon whether there is

actual evidence of amount or pattem asymmetry in price adjustments, as the

interpretation of econometric test results and the use ofdata varies among economists of

differing experiences.

The objective of this thesis is to study the topic of asymmehic and incomplete

price adjustments in the Canadian gasoline industry by way ofreviewing the



development and progress of empiricar studies in the field. The intention is to employ the

understanding derived from previous researches in providing an understanding ofthe

phenomenon in the canadian gasorine industry. The thesis seeks to attain this

understanding by of way of following a variation of the testing methodology used in the

1997 study ofSeverin Bo¡enstein et alr. The adjustment in the price ofgasoline is

defined in the study as a linear function of the change in upstream prices with a corrective

adjustment for the long-run full passthrough behaviour. This technique is referred to in

the 1998 study of Balke et al.2 as error-correctíon modelling,which has been

demonshated in the study to have a greater tendency to show evidences of asymmetric

adjustment pattems, in comparison to other model specifications (referred to as levers

models). At the same time, the results ofthe study also show that the erro¡-correction

model better fits the data compared to the levels models without a long-run cor¡ection

term' For the purpose of this thesis, the change in downstream price will be defined as a

cumulative adjustment function, as defined in the study ofBorenstein et al. (1997). The

estimation model is developed in Chapter IV of the thesis.

The estimation is to be performed on the canadian price.benchmark for crude o ,

the Edmonton can Par; and the average canadian retail gasoline prices (before taxes) as

published by Natural Resources canada. These prices are weekly ave¡ages for the period

inclusively between January 1987 and December 1997. The resulting analysis of the

empirical test will provide evidence of whethe¡ similar concems of incomplete cost

transmission exist in the Canadian context,

I Bo¡enstei¡! severin et al., "Do Gasoline prices Respond As¡rnmetrically to crucle oil price changes?,,.
Quarterly Joumal of Economìcs, I 997.
'Balke, Nathan s., stephen P A. Brow:r, Mine K. yucel. "crude oil and Gasoline prices; An asymmetric
Relationship?", Economic Revie'v. r'ede¡al Reserve Bank ofDalas (First euarter 1998), pp. 2-lr'- 

- -'-



Structure of the Thesis

An overview of the canadian peholeum industry is presented in chapter II, where

the focus of the chapter will include the pricing structure ofthe downstream sector.

chapter III reviews the literature on previous studies with respect to downstream price

adjustment, followed by estimation model development and empirical data testing in

chapter rv. chapter V summarizes the findings and relates some of them to the

conclusions of the cited empirical resea¡ches. The chapter will identify whether there is

evidence ofpattem and amount asyrnmetry in the adjustment pattem ofretail gasoline

price, as well as areas of further research. Interpretation of the ¡esults as they relate to

market structures and economic theory, for example, is beyond the scope of this thesis

and will be left up to fi¡ture studies ofsuch specific nature.

SígníJìcance of the Study

The volatility ofretail gasoline prices has increasingry prompted review of the

market and the pricing structure. Industry studies based on empirical data have

highlighted issues that relate to the competitiveness of the petroleum markets of major

industrial countries. Although market theories provide understanding of the market

strucfu¡e and the interaction ofindustry players, they alone do not provide aficulated

evidence of cost-passthrough behaviours. I¡ recent years, econometric modelling has

prouid"d th" ,upplementary evidence ofpricing behaviour required in the understanding

of the peholeum industries of the united states and the united Kingdom. Econometric

theories have permitted researchers to infer on pricing behaviour through the analysis of



cost transmission between the upstream and downstream sectors of the oil industries.

Research in this area has brought forward the concems ofpotential pattem and amount

asymmetry in the responses ofwholesale and retail prices to the costs ofinput

þarticularly, the cost ofcrude oil).

Empirical sfudies based on canadian price data have onry begun to come to right

in recent years' studies like the ones byGodbyetal. (199g) and Eckef (2002) attemptto

provide a level ofresearch on the canadian pehoreum indusky that is comparabre to

those that exist for the u.s. and the u.K. The success of this thesis will provide

additional evidences of whether asymmetry in downstream price adjustments is a

concem, and further the research on reta gasorine pricing behaviour in the canadian

context. Empirical price analyses provide the statistical background to the numerous

industry studies and market analyses.

In 1997' Michael Ervin and colleagues have conducted a study that attempts to

emphasize the competitiveness of gasoline pricing in the canadian industry.3 The study

is presented tkoughout the thesis for the me¡e purpose ofproviding background and

context, as the scope of the thesis does not entail discussions on market justifications for

observed pricing behaviour. The research ofErvin et ar. (l997)consists ofgross product

margin analysis, whereby fluctuations and regional differences in the prices for retail

gasoline are explained by factors of transportation costs, volume o¡ outlet throughput, and

tax struch¡res.

Transpofation costs and regional tax structures are exogenous factors affecting

the profitability ofretail outlets in different regions, and therefore, could explain the

3 Ervin, Michael J. (principal), "canadian Retail peaoleum Markets study,,. M.J. Ervin and AssociatesManagement Consultants, September 1997.



differing gasoline pricing behaviours. The volume of sales (or outlet throughput) is also

a factor ofregional profitability, which is driven by market influences, rather than

exogenous. outlets with higher sales volumes (an indication of size of the market) tend

to have lower gross product margins, and lower retail prices for gasolinea. The thesis is

an empirical study on downstream pricing behaviour through the use of econometric

estimation. The focus remains with the understanding of the degree to which changes in

the crude-oil price are transmitted to the retail-gasoline price. The conclusion of the

thesis will provide a context for further studies, where other cost factors may be

considered. studies with respect to the concem ofprice asymmetry have not been as

extensive in the canadian context as there have been of the united states and the united

Kìngdom.

a 
_ 
Ervin, Michael J. (Principal), "canadian Retail peûoleum Markets study',. M.J. Ervin and Associates

Management Consultants, September 1997, p. 48.



Cbapter II

Background on the Canadian petroleum Industry

Petroleum and oil products provide over 64% ofinputs used by other business

sectors within the canadian economy. The canadian petroleum industry is one ofthe

oldest in the country with production accounting for approximately one percent oftotal

GDP within the manufacturing sector (based on the statistics of the early to mid 1990s).

The peholeum markets are capital intensive, and generally provìde great economies of

scales. Based on the yearly ratio between new capital investment and undepreciated

capital stock, oil refiners are second only to industrial chemical producers in capital

inveshnent spending. Furthermore, oil refiners are price takers in the crude oil market,

which is the market of main input, where prices are determined by circumstances of the

global economy. whether the refinery companies are similarly price takers in the ouþut

markets (refined oil products) is not easily determined. Industry data would tend to

indicate an oligopolistic market structure fo¡ refined (wholesale) petroleum products in

canada. As an indication of the structwe of the market, three integrated refiners own and

conhol 56% of the domestic productive capacity. They include Imperial oil Limited,

Peho-Canada and Shell Canada Limited.

The¡e are two sectors of the industry generally identified as the upstream and rhe

downstream sectors. The upstream referc to crude oil extraction and production in which

Canada is an exporter as \ryell as an importer; while the downstream consists ofoil

refinery and marketing (including wholesale and retail markets).



The Upstreøu Sector

Albe¡ta and Saskatchewan are primary suppliers of Canadian crude oil. The

Inter-provincial Pipe Line system and the Trans Mountain pipe Line provide distribution

to the central region of the country as well as British columbia. Given the restrictive

distribution channels to Quebec and Atlantic canada, the oil producers of Alberta and

Saskatchewan face competition from imports of offshore crude, as well as regional

producers in the markets of those regions. Pipelines reaching Montreal and euebec city,

and the Atlantic ports from the United States provide freer and lower-cost access to

offshore crude oil in the eastem region ofthe country. Oil refiners operating in the

province ofontario, for exampte, constitute the largest part ofthe canadian demand for

peholeum, and the U.S. Gulf Coast offers easy access to offshore production to the

province. The domestic demand for crude oil is around 1.5 million banels a day during

the mid-l990s (where a banel is 159 litres), relative to the world demand of 65 to 70

million banels per day5. The canadian supply of oil for the same period is 2.5 million

barrels a day, which makes exports to the world market asignificant part of the industry.

Canada is a net exporter of oil products, with trade balances of a¡ound $l billion

between 1994 and 19956. The majority of the canadian exports are to the united states.

canadian oil producers face foreign competition in the distribution, as well as in product

selection when exporting crude-oil products to the U.S. markets. In addition to

competing for access to markets, the Canadian production oflight and heavy crude

competes at chicago (for example) with regional products like west Texas Intermediate

and North Sea crude, as well as Maya heavy crude from Mexico.

5 Brown, Ken. Reoort Concemins the Gasoline Inquil. Economic Leasing Corp. Inc. 1996, pp. 6-7.
" Industry canada. sector competitiveness F¡amework series; peholeum produìts. strategis.gt.ca



The Downstreøn Sector

The downstream sector is comprised oftwo levels ofmarkets: oil refinery and

marketing/dishibution. There are currently r3 companies in canada owning 2r refinery

operations. Three of the larger companies (Imperial oil Limited, petro-canada, and

Shell canada Limited) own and operate refineries as well as marketing and distribution

operations. The integrated refinery companies have a combined total of 56% ofrefinery

capacity in the country; while the remaining 44% is held by 10 regional oil refiners

whose operations sometimes include only refinery and not integrated with the marketing

and distribution aspect ofthe secto¡. The largest number ofplayers in the industry is

made up of independent wholesale¡s and retailers who ultimately market petroleum

products to final consumers.

Figure I illushates the simplified gasoline market structure. crude oil from the

upsheam sector is used as input by the 21 refinery operations, and refined petroleum

products are dishibuted th¡ough regulated national pipelines to storage terminals. All oil

refiners operate their ow¡r terminals, with the addition of some independent wholesale

operators. It is at this point that refined gasoline/oil become either branded products

bearing the name ofthe refiner, or generic non-branded products. Distribution and

marketing of the peholeum products and gasoline is made to ¡etail outlets, which in tum

sell the products to final consumers. Along the channel of distribution, some companies

such as the big three mentioned earlie¡ along with other local ¡efiners own the integrated

operations of crude oil ¡efinery and product marketing/dishibution (retail sales outlets).

As of2001' the total number ofgasoline retail outlets in the country has equalled



13,0857; 4l%o of the outlets a¡e owned by the domestic integrated refiners/retailers,

namely, Imperial Oil Limited, petro-Canada, and Shell Canada Limited.

Independenlregional retailers such as canadian Tire, kving oil, ultramar Limited,

Husky-Mohawk constitute approximately 2 ,373 or lgo/o,while the rest of the 4l%o of the

national outlets ffe owned by about 30-40 smaller retailers.

I¡ conhast to the upstream sector, the retail markets of the downstream are driven

by regionavlocal conditions, although the impact offoreign competition in the refinery

market may also trickle down and influence the pricing behaviour of retail markets. At

each stage ofthe distribution chan¡rer, petroleum is traded at ongoing prices. As Figure l
depicts, crude oil is traded at spot prices, for which the Edmonton Can par is a

benchmark. Transported oil products from the refinery to the storage terminars are

intermediately valued at spot prices known as piperine prices; and rack prices for gasoline

at the designated terminals represent the prices fo¡ wholesale distribution. Empirical

studies on cost tra¡rsmissions along the stages of the dishibution channel often reference a

benchmark spot price for crude oil, a rack price for gasoline products, and an average

pump price for retail gasoline.

Due to the complexity ofthe dishibution channers, markereconomic researchers

have attempted to assess the completeness ofinput cost hansmission arong the three

levels ofpeholeum distribution. Retail price fluctuations and the industry pricing

structure have been the areas of focus in the âssessment. Recent studies on the u.s. and

u'K. petroleum industries have raised the question ofwhether prevailing prices in the

downstream sector properly reflect the theoretical cost structure ofthe sector. More

l-Jarmkq Gordon, "Reta census: The term gas station no longer does the place justice,,. octane
(O ctob er, 20 0 1), pp. 2 1 -22



importantly, are the fluctuations in retail prices reflective of the increases and decreases

in the prices of crude oil?

Except for certain institutional settings, the Canadian petroleum industry is

relatively comparable to that of the united states. since the deregulation of the industry

during the 1980s, the number of oil refineries in Canada has reduced in half. The

percentage ofmarket share of this subsector, however, remains concentrated according to

the statistics of200l. The continued regulation of the pipeline industry, however, has

often been cited as an added cost to refinery companies of the deregulated petroleum

markets. Because market analysis is beyond the scope of this thesis, the mentioning of

profitability and market conditions is merely to provide background information on the

petroleum industry as well as context for the focus of the study that is to follow. with

demand for petroleum products expecting to remain relatively constant (without much

growth)' oil companies have been downsizing the refinery operations to maintain the

profitability capacity utilization rate of 85%o. The downstream sector of the petroleum

industry is most susceptible to domestic market changes because oil refinery and gasoline

marketing/distribution operate within the regional and local context, as opposed to the

global context as in the case of the upstream sector.

with respect to marketing/distribution, excise tax and environmental regulations

. are often facto¡s influencing differences in regional prices, and profitability. According

to Industry Canad4 over 50% of the average pump price in 1995 is comprised ofthe

federal and provincial tax on consumption; and regulations such as those ¡elating to site

restoration prevent many retail gasoline outlets from exiting the market despite declining

profitability. ln response, retail gasoline operators expand to provide other services such



as car washes and on-site convenience stores. Recent empirical studies performed on the

distribution ofgasoline products in the U.S. have primarily focused on the pricing

behaviour ofthe downstream sector. Although the assumption is made that the

downstream market is competitive due to the large number ofretail gasoline stations in

most regions ofthe country, no conclusion can be d¡awn on the competitiveness ofpump

prices. It is conceivable that similar concems would arise within the context of the

Canadian markets.



Figure I Simpliñed Gasoline Ma¡ket Sfi.trcture
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The Industry Pricirtg Stracture

Gasoline prices posted at retail outlets are most commonly evident to consumers.

In light ofrecent fluctuations in retail gasoline prices, various ma¡ket studies on the

North American petroleum industries (especially that of the united States) have been

published throughout the 1990s. It would seem difficult, howeve¡ to discuss pricing at

the marketing/distribution level without making reference to the crude-oil extraction and

peúoleum refinery sectors, because what is known as the pump price for gasoline is

consequential of these processes. The cost structures of the crude extraction and refinery

operations determine the costs of feedstock to gasoline retailers, given the hierarchy of

the distribution channàI.

As mentioned above, the canadian market for crude oil is largely determined by

the aggregate demand and supply bonditions of the world. crude oil is sold to refinery

operations at global prices. considering only the downsheam sector ofthe industry, rack

prices are most likely indicators ofgasoline wholesale prices, and they are generally

driven by continentavregional market conditions. Although oil refiners also distribute

their products on a contract basis and at predetermined prices, the more discreet conhact

price is generally expected to converge to the market-driven rack prices in the medium-

and long-run. Transfer prices within operations of integrated companies similarly reflect

the wholesale rack prices in order to allow for proper assessment ofope¡ational

profitability.

The muketing/distribution ofgasoline in the downstream sector is the focus of

many studies performed on the industry pricing structure. This is because the retail

market is regionally based, which partly causes pump prices to vary widely across



regions. The concem with reta gasoline pricing behaviour involves the question of

whether it is ¡eflective of input costs. As previously mentioned, there have been a

numbe¡ of econometric and market sfudies on the petroleum industries of industrialized

countries. AII the researches that have been reviewed and cited in this thesis have

attempted to infer on the true adjustment pattem of the downstream prices, including the

retail gasoline prices. one ofthejoint studies ofrndustry canada, Nan'al Resources

canada, and the canadian Petroleum products Institute is one pubrished by M.J. Ervin &

Associates on the downst¡eam marketss. This 1997 study is the primary refe¡ence for the

following discussion on the pricing structure of the canadian petroleum industry. In

addition to providing irend analysis based on historical pump prices, the study breaks

down the components of the pump price and sector margins in order to establish

profitability indicators for the downst¡eam sector. Having isolated the components of

gasoline pricing, the study highlights non-market driven components ofthe pump price,

such as the tax component. The study proceeds to suggest that institutionayregulatory

requirements tend to undermine the otherwise competitive structure of gasoline retailing.

Although an understanding of the market structu¡e is useful in providing context

to the discussion ofprices, the evaluation of the market is beyond the scope ofthe thesis.

what is pertinent to this paper is the pump price/ì4argin Modele presented by M.J. Ervin

& Associates in their research on retail.market competitiveness. The model can be

¡elated to the issue ofdownstream price adjustments, and is discussed in the following

manner. using this model, Ervin et al. (1997) analyze the behaviou¡s of the diffe¡ent

8 

-Ervin, 
Michael J. (Principal), "canadian Retail petroleum Markets Study,,. M.J. Ervin and Associates

Management Consultants, September 1997.
' Ervir, Michael J. (Principal), "canadian Retail petroleum Markets study". M.J. Ervin and Associafes
Management Consultants, September 1997.

14



components ofthe retail price for gasoline. The model is presented in this chapter ofthe

thesis in order to enhance the analyses on downstream-price adjustments to be discussed

in subsequent chapters. using the prices of crude oil, wholesale rack for gasoline, and

retail pump for gasoline, the model outlines the average profit margin in each sector of

the petroleum industry; and more impofantly, identifìes the components driving gasoline

prices in the downstream sector.

The average 1996 pump price and downstream margin þer litre) are outlined as

follows:

Crude (Can Par price per litre) $ 0.191

Refiner Margin $ 0.053

Rack Price (average of20 Canadian

Rack points) S 0.244

MarketinglRetail Margin

Gross Product Margin $ 0.035

Freight $ 0.003

$ 0.038

Pump Price (before taxes) $ 0.2g2

Taxes (Federal/ProvinciaVMunicipal) $ 0.286

Pump Price (after taxes) $ jl6E

The profit margin that is realized in each subsector is simply defined as the

markup on the cost of product input. Whether or not the markup is competitively

determined remains unclear fíom the above presentation. The average rack price of

$0.244 per litre represents about 28% ma¡kup on the cost ofcrude oil, while the $0.035 a



lihe ofgross product margin in retailing represents about l4olo markup on the wholesale

rack price. The remaining $0.289 of the average pump price ($0.56g per litrÐ constitutes

largely taxes and the cost offreight. Itis emphasized byErvin et al. (1997) thatthe pump

price for retail gasoline is largely made up ofthe tax component, which is not reflective

ofchanges in market conditions. ln terms ofpercentages, the cost ofcrude oil accounts

for approximately 34%, while the tax component accounts for 50%.

The study being quoted provides much insight into the driving forces of the

downstream prices for gasoline. The study attempts to help identiff the pricing

competitiveness of the gasoline markets by isolating profitability components, such as the

markup on product costs, and product margins within each of the two subsectors (oil

refinery, and gasoline dishibution/marketing). Although much of the gross retail price is

comprised ofexcise taxes, the cost of crude oil is the largest variable component of the

retail price. It is expected that fluctuations in ex-tax prices would closely reflect the

changes in the price ofcrude oil.

According to the pricing model presented above, the average refinery wholesale

price is a direct markup on thecostof crude oil. In 1996, the price of crude of$0.191 per

litre accounts fo¡ 78%o of the average rack price of$0.244 in the same unit, which in tum,

accounts fo¡ 87% ofthe average retail gasoline price (excluding taxes). It would appear

that prices in the downsheam sector are largely driven by input costs.

The cause-and-effect between upstream and downstream prices can only be

dete¡mined through adjustment-behaviour modelling. The demonshation that the cost of

crude oil accounts for a large percentage ofdownstream prices on average helps to

identify the variable component of gasoline pricing. The static model of Ervin et al.



(1997), however, needs to become dynamic, in order to fully establish the pattem of

downsheam pricing structure in relation to changes in the price ofthe upstream sector.

The logic for using 1996 as the base year for analysis is not clearly presented by the

authors; except one might infer that 1996 prices and costs are the most current data

available at the time of the study. The static model is valuable in identifoing the various

components ofthe downstream prices and sectoral margins, but raises other questions,

such as: How is the markup on costs determined? How do the percentages ofthe

markup as well âs the cost components in 1996 compare to those of other years? These

questions will not be addressed here, as the topic conceming dlmamic price responses

(asytnmetric price adjustment) is the focus of the thesis.

At a moment in time, it appears that the downstream prices are consequences of

upstream market conditions, as the cost of crude oil at that moment accounts for

approximately 80% and 67%o of the average wholesale and ¡etail prices (before taxes),

respectively. To further the analysis, considerations of the downstream price ¡esponses to

changes in the upstream price would need to be addressed in terms of timing and

completeness of adjustments.

Based on historical prices, the retail-pump price generally follows a similar

pattem as the crude-oil price (see Figure 2). The downstream prices are high during

periods of high costs of crude, and tend to also follow the declines of the upstream price

during low periods. The pattems ofprice fluctuations between upstream and downstream

can be expected to be similar over a certain time fiame, given a certain period oflag for

the downsheam price to fully adjust. The lagged response ofthe downsheam price is

most evident during periods ofprice peaks and troughs. Although time lags are expected

t7



to be a part of any market's reaction to fluctuations in product input costs, the timing and

passthrough amounts ofincreases and decreases in the upstream price should be expected

to be the same (symmetrical). Empirical resea¡ches on the subject will be reviewed in the

following chapter.
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Chapter III

Literary Research

Empirical data and econometric modelling have been used to address the question

ofwhether there exists a certain degree of asymmetry in the retail-price response to

changes in the price of crude oil. The results underline statistical characteristics of the

short-run adjustment behaviour of the gasoline price. As will be presented in this

chapter, the mathematical definition of the adjustment pattem (for the downstream price)

is still a topic ofdebate. studies of the last decade have presented conflicting conclusions

about the existence of asymmetric adjustment behaviour, and have led some researchers

to the position that symmetry/asymmetry is a question of model definition, as well as the

types ofprice data (frequencies/specific time period).

According to the empirical studies reviewed in this chapter, however, asymmetry

is evident in all the results, but to varying degree. The disagreement seems to be over the

level ofseverit¡ as opposed to the existence of asymmetric pricing behaviour per se.

section A presents and summarizes recent studies conducted on the petroleum industries

of the united states and the united Kìngdom; while section B attempts to critically

¡eview the methodology and conclusions derived from the studies in order to provide

insight into the exercise to be performed in Chapter IV.

Section Al Literature Review

Jelfrey D. Kørrenhrock (1991)



The question that is addressed in the Karrenbrock (1991) study is clearly stated in

the title of his article, which is whether the behaviou¡ of retail prices is symmetricro.

other researches have contended that retail gasoline prices tend to better reflect the

increases in product input costs than decreases. ln the attempt to demonstrate the

existence/non-existence of asymmetry, Karrenbrock (1991) captures separately the

effects ofdecreases and increases in wholesale prices ofgasoline using two separate

variables. The question of symmetry in the resulting observation is analyzed in three

ways: the length ofthe lag in adjustment, the amounllevel ofpassthrough measured as a

portion ofthe changes in the wholesale (upsheam) price, and the pattern of adjustments

to increases and the decreases in product input cost (upstream price).

Because the objective ofthe study is to assert observation on the pattem ofretail

prìce adjustments in responding to changes in the wholesale price, the partial adjustment

model defines the change in retail price as a linear function of the positive and negative

changes in wholesale price. Karrenbrock (1991) uses dummy variables to isolate the

effects ofprice increases and decreases into two separate streams. Although not a

requirement from a theoretical perspective, the intercept term is included in the model in

order to avoid bias because the intercept term is generally not absolutely zero.

The retail prices used in this study are those of different gasoline types: premium

gasoline, unleaded regular and leaded regular. Adjustment for taxes is based on a simple

average ofthe most current fede¡al taxes on gasoline in all 50 states. The adjustment

pattem ofaverage retail prices (monthly) is tested for all th¡ee grades against monthly

wholesale prices. The data is based on published surveys ofthe Energy Information

rc Karrenbrock, Jeftey D. "The Behavio¡ ofRetail Gasoline Prices: sl¡¡nmetric or Not?',, Fede¡al Reserve
Bank ofSt. Louis (July/August l99l),pp. 19-29
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Agency on 200 refiners/gas plant operators, and 3,000 resellers/retailers across the United

states' In order to avoid the influences of govemment policies, the information used in

Kar¡enbrock's (r991) study is inclusively between January, r9g3 and December, 1990,

where the¡e is relativery littre govemment intervention in the u.s. gasoline industry.

using ordinary least squares estimation, the results suggest that the effects of

inc¡eases/decreases in wholesale prices are symmetric for premium and Ieaded regurar

gasoline (with two-month rag periods), whire the lag period for unleaded gasorine is

longer for decreases in wholesale prices (three months) than for increases (two months).

There is some evidence suggesting pattem asy,rnmetry in the most commonly used

gasoline t1,pe (unleaded regular).

The statistical test performed by Karrenbrock (199 r) on the results invorves the

comparison ofthe sum effects ofwholesale-price increases to that ofthe decreases. At a

5%o level ofsignificance, the nulr hypothesis of symmetry cannot be rejected using the t-

statistics. The study concludes that although passthrough of cost inc¡eases and dec¡eases

may not be significantly different, there is evidence of asymmetry in the pattem of

downstream price adjustment in the short-run þa,.icurarly for unleaded gasorine). The

response ofretail price to increases in the upstream price is more significant in the initial

period ofchange than in subsequent lag periods; while the reverse is true for the response

to dec¡eases in wholesale prices. In this respect, it is concluded that there is pattem

asyrnnetry as defined in the study.

Robert ll/. Bøcon (1991)
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This shrdy also poses the question that Karrenbrock (1991) attempts to answe¡ in

his analysis, except within the context of the British gasoline industrylr. The study uses

estimates of the mean lag to infer the retail price responses to increases and decreases in

the upstream price. unlike most studies conducted intheu.S., Bacon (1991) defines the

partial adjustment model using quadratic formulation. The assumption is that the

downstream price response to a change in the upstream price is greatest in the initial

period, and dissipates in the latter lag periods. The function is defined as y¡ : y,_1 +

c(Yr-f-r)2 + P(Yr-Yr-r), where yr is equilibrium or targeted price. The quadratic

formulation allows for different magnitudes ofresponse to shocks ofequal degree.

The downstream price in a given period t includes the effects of its own lagged

adjustment to price shocks ofprevious periods. The targeted price (yr) is the long-run

full-adjustment ftnction of the upstream price after the elapse of sufficient lag periods.

The intention ofthe regression is to determine the sufficient number ofperiods required

for full adjustment and calculate the mean lag between price increases and decreasest2.

Bacon (1991) applies nonJinear least squares to estimate the adjustment paths of

restricted and unrestricted equations. The restricted equation is where the long-run full

adjustment behaviour is imposed, while the unrestricted equation is where different levels

of adjustment in the downstream prìce are permitted. The data used to regress the models

comprises of fortnightly (daily) prices for retail gasoline, as published in the petroleum

Times over the period ofJune 15,lg82 to January lg,l9g0. As the wholesale prices are

ex-refinery gasoline prices ofRotterdam (in u.S. dollars per tonne), currency conversion

lr Bacon, Robetw. "Rockets and Feathe¡s: The Asymmetric Speed of Adjustment of uK Retail Gasoline
Prices to Cost Changes", Energv Economics (July l99l), pp. 2l l -2l g
'' Bacon, Robert w. "Rockets and Feathe¡s: The Asymmetric speed ofA justment ofuK Rerail casoline
Prices to Cost Changes", Energl¿ Econornics (July l99l), pp. 216
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between u.K. and u.s. is defined in the adjustment model to capture the effects of the

exchange rate. The exchange rate used in the study is based on the petroleum Times

publication.

From the estimation of the restricted equation, it is concluded that full adjustment

is evident in the long run. Using the chi-square test at 5% sigrificance level, the

estimated coefficient (e) ofthe quadratic term is greater than zero, and the hypothesis of

amount syrnmetry cannot be rejected. using the results ofthe unrestricted equation, there

is indication of pattem asymmetry. The hypothesis of consistent adjustment pattem

between price inc¡eases and decreases is rejected at the 5%o significance level. The sign

of the linear-term coeificient (B) is positive and B is statistically significant, which

indicates that the response to upstream price increases is relatively faster (shorter Iag).

For changes in ex-refinery gasoline prices by I pence/litre, the mean lag in the

downstream response is one week shorter for a rise than a fall in prices. Furthermore, the

response of the retail gasoline price to an inc¡ease in ex-refinery prices is mo¡e

concentrated around the mean lag, which indicates a less gradual change. Although a

one-week lag difference in adjustment does not constitute a significant level of

asynìmetry' Bacon (1991) suggests that the mere existence of the difference wanants

further study into the competitiveness of the British petroleum industry.

SeverÍn Borenstein, A. Colin Carneron, ønd Richørd Gitbert (1997)

The question of asymmetric adjustment to the rise and fall in the cost of crude oil

is closely examined by the autho¡s in their aficle ofFebruary 199713. The partial

13 Borenstein, severin, A. colin cameron, Richa¡d Giibert. "Do Gasoline prices Responcl Aslmmetrically
toCrudeOilPriceChanges?",Ouaferl]¡JoumalofEconomics(Februaryl997),pp.3ô5-339'
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adjustment model defines the change in retail prices as a linear function of both increases

and decreases in the cost ofcrude oil, adjusted for the long-run behaviour (complete

adjustment). Like other studies reviewed, the objective of the research ofBorenstein et

al. (1997) is to demonstrate the potential existence of a significant difference in the

responses of the gasoline price to increases and decreases in the price ofcrude oil.

Three sets ofprice series are used to test the adjustment pattems ofprices at the

different levels ofgasoline distribution intheU,S. The prices ofcrude oil are based on

the daily spot prices of the West Texas Intermediate (WTI), while the spot gasoline prices

ofgeneric gasoline (New York and the Gulf Coast) a¡e used as data for wholesale prices

(less excise/sales taxes). The retail price data is based on the bi-weekly average prices of

33 U.S. cities (less excise/sales taxes) for unleaded regular gasoline (self-service). The

prices are as collected and published by the Lundberg Survey. Due to the nature of the

data, dummy variables are used to correct for the seasonal effects and possible

diffe¡ences in mean prices between different surveys. The study is based on periods of

bi-weekly prices at all th¡ee levels ofpetroleum product distribution. The series used

include prices for the period of 1986 to 1992. T\e following summarizes some of the

market and data characteristics affecting the model specification, as described by the

authors:

1) Other factors influencing gasoline prices:

a) According to a sensitivity test performed by the authors, the price of heating oil

has a significantly negative influence on the price of gasoline. However, it is

found that the inclusion of heating oil margins in the function has no impact on

the observatior/conclusion with respect to asymmetric gasoline price adjustments.
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It is contended that this is due to the non-cor¡elation between the prices ofheating

oil and those ofcrude oil, because the markets are highly demand-driven.

Demand is the principal determinant ofprice fluctuations for other refined oil

products like heating oil.

b) The cyclical variation in price data is corrected with dummy variables.

c) The growth of the economy and the money supply is considered to be statistically

insignificant.

2) Local demand conditions:

a) Instruments are used to conect for the effects of local demand shocks for gasoline

products, because crude prices in the short run could potentially be affected by

demand and supply (transportation lags) conditions of specific regions. Since

these local shocks are transitory 6-month futures prices for crude oil (New york)

along with two U.K. spot prices for crude oil are used as instruments. These are

good instruments because futures prices are prices of the long run, and foreign

spot prices do not ¡eflect local shocks that are specific to the U.S markets.

The study has found a significant level of endogeneity with 2-stage least squares

estimation, in which the price of crude oil is cor¡elated with other determinants of ¡etail

gasoline prices that is not defined in the adjustment model. The instruments outlined

above tend to also be remedial in alleviating this concem. There is indication, however,

that the issue of endogeneity is of little concem, as similar results are obtained using

ordinary least squares, without the cor¡ective instruments.

Although the downstream price fully adjusts after ten weeks, the estimated

coefficients indicate that the short-run response to increases in the price of crude oil is



more significant than the response to decreases, A one-time increase in the crude-oil

price ofone-cent per u.s. gallon tends to increase gasoline prices by 0.55 cents after two

weeks with subsequent smaller lag effects in the same direction. A decrease in crude-oil

price by the same amount tends to initially ln crease gasoline prices by 0.l g cents (per

u.S. gallon) in the first two weeks, and then decreases more noticeably in subsequent

periods. There is evidence of significant pattem asyrnnetry in the response of the retail

price, in which price increases tend to occur more quickly. Bo¡enstein et al. (1997)

continue in their study to quantify the costs of the price asymmetry on final consumption,

which will not be addressed in this thesis.

Nøthøn S, Balke, Stephen P.A. Brown, Míne K. yucel (199g)

The study performed by Borenstein et al. (1997) uses an error-correction

adjustment model, in which the level ofresponse by the retail price in each period is

corrected by the deviation from its fuIl-adjustment equilibrium. The resulting conclusion

based on the model is that downstream price a justment is pervasively asymmetric. This

leads to the argument from opposing researchers that evidences of asymmetric responses

are dependent on data characteristics (frequenc¡ size ofthe sample periods, geographical

scope), and more impofantl¡ on the model specificationra. Balke et al. (199g)

investigate the questions of whether the error-co¡rection adjustment model would leld
similar ¡esults using different sets ofprice series, and whether the data used by

Borenstein et al' (1997) would yield similar results using other forms ofequation.

K Baike, Nathan s., stephen P.A. Brown, Mine K. yucel. "crude oil and Gasoline prices: An asymmetric
Relationship?", Economic Revierv. Fede¡al Reserve Bank of Dallas (First euarter l99g), pp. 2_l I
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The data used for such purpose are weekly prices between January, l9g7 to

August 1996, as opposed to the bi-weekly prices used in the Borenstein et al study. The

spot prices of west Texas Intermediate are used as the crude oil (upsheam) price

benchmark' while the New york Harbour spot prices (for regular unreaded gasorine) are

used as wholesale prices. The retail prices are self-service pump prices ofregular

unleaded gasoline published by the rveekly Energy statistics ofHaver Anarytics. The

price data are used on two slightly different specifications of the eslimated equation. one

specification (referred to as the revers moder) defines the change in the downstream price

as a linear function of the change in the upstream price, with the lag effect of the

downstream price on itself rhe other model specification (referred to as the error-

correction mode[) is the same linear function with the added corrective term for the rong_

term full adjustment behaviour.

For each model, different combinations ofupsheam and downstream price series

(e'g' crude-wholesale, wholesale-retail, etc.) are regressed for comparison. According to

the authors, reducing the size of the sample to only a six-year period (19g7-1992) does

not alter the results of the same equation of estimation.

The results of the revers moder reveal that symmetry is rejected in about harfof
the price combinations at the sigrificant level of 5%. There is, for exampre, indication of
pattern and amount asymmetry in the retail-price response to changes in the price of
crude oil. This is hue regardless ofwhethe¡ taxes are included o¡ excluded Êom the

retail prices' ln the case ofwholesare spot prices, asymmetric behaviour in the retail

price is evident only in the case whe¡e taxes are included.
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By contrast, the estimation of the error-co*ection moder resurts in a much higher

degree of retail-price asymmetry. According to Balke et al. (199g), the null hypothesis of
symmetric adjustment is rejected in 90% of the price combinations tested using the error_

correcrion model specifrcarion.l5 The amount ofincomplete adjustment under the model

is relatively larger than the results obtained from the revers moder specification.

It is concluded by Barke et al. (199g) that although differences in the sampring

period and data frequency would not affect the results ofBorenstein et al. (1gg7), the

error-correction tenn seems to have much to do with the pervasive asymmetric behaviou¡

evident in their study. When the responses ofretail prices are examined separately

befween decreases und in.."a."r, the difference is once again more significant using the

estimations of the error-co*ection moder, The authors, however, do not discredit the use

ofthe model, nor do they deny the existence of incomplete transmission ofcost in retail

gasoline prices. As the authors have found, the error-correction moder specifrcation fits

the data bette¡ th an the revers moder, and the estimations of both models tend to indicate a

certain degree of as)¡mmetric adjustment pattem.

Energt Infonnation Admìnistrøtion (EU Iggg)

The question of asymmetric response in the gasoline price has been extensively

studied' The publication of the Energy rnformation Administration of washington, DC

(1999) is among the numerous studies conducted on the subject, which begs the question

of whether there exists pattern and/or amount asymmetry in the responses of the

ls Bake, Nathan S., Stephen p.A. Brown,
asymmehic Relationship?", Economic Review.

Mine K. Yucel. "Crude Oil and Gasoline prices: An
Fede¡al Reserve Bank ofDallas (First euarter l99g), p. 6
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downsheam price to changes in the upstream pricer6. According to the study of the EIA

(1999), the true downstream behaviour in light ofupstream changes has yet to be

resolved. The publication cites seven other studies, which produce different and

sometimes contradicting results. Some of these studies have been individually reviewed

earlier in this section of the thesis. As cited by the EIA ( 1999), a study of the American

Institute (1992)t7 has found that the varying results ofexisting studies are consequences

ofthe different model specifications used, as well as the frequencies of the data.

One of two types of modelling often used in the studies ofgasoline price

adjustments is rhe partitioning moder, inwhichprice increases and decreases are

separated into two different streams of data, and analyzed separately. The results f¡om

data partitioning are strictly statistical, in that they estimate the effects ofcur¡ent and

lagged price changes on the downstream price with littre or no economic theory. The

model is often used to identi$r the existence ofpattem behaviour in a set ofdata without

attempting to explain the underlfng causes. The second model of specification is the

adjustment model which assumes that the dependent downstream price adjusts to

independent variables in incremental stages. The retail gasoline price, for example,

adjusts partially in each time period towa¡ds an equilibrium level. The adjustment tnodel

involves the use of explanatory variables to explain the causes ofpattern behaviour. part

of the ¡easons for the differing results obtained from earlie¡ studies on gasoline pricing is

attributed to the use and interpretation ofthese two model specifications.

16 Energ¡l lnformation Administration, "Price Changes in the Gasoline Market: Are Midwestern Gasoline
Prices Downtvard Sticþ?", DOEÆIA-0626 (Washington, DC, February 1999)

lt llt, ? "Do Pr-oduct Prices Respond symmetica y to changes in crude prices?,,, Ame¡ican petroleum
Institute Research Study #068 (Washingtoq DC, Decembe¡ l99t)
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The studies ofKarrenbrock (1991), the U.S. General Accounting Office (1993),

and Duffy-Deno (1996) have all been based on the partitioning specification. The model

ofKarrenbrock (1991) is presented above in detail under the summary ofstudies. Based

on an evaluation ofthese studies, the EIA (1999) concludes that results obtained from

partitioning have the tendency to indicate certain degrees ofpattem and amount

asy'rnmetry at diffe¡ent levels of the gasoline distribution chain. According to the EIA's

(1999) understanding ofKanenbrock's (1991) test, there seems to be initial pattem

asl,rnmetry (in the initial period of a price shock), which subsides over time. This has

little adverse effect on the consumer market, howeve¡ as amount symmetry is restored

after two months, and all changes in costs are reflected in the downstream price in the

long run.

According to Karrenbrock's (1991) research, 81% ofrefined/wholesale gasoline is

sold to independent dealers orjobbers prior to retailers. This tends to int¡oduce non-

uniform transmission ofupstream price changes between the different levels ofgasoline

dishibution (crude-wholesale, wholesale-retail), despite full cost passthrough. In

essence, the non-uniform transmission ofcosts between the upstream and downstream

sectors, caused by independent dealers, would tend to result in inconsistent patterns of

downsheam price adjustments. From the perspective ofthe EIA (1999) researchers, the

existence ofthese inconsistent patterns in certain cases could potentially be

misinterpreted as the existence of pervasive asymmetry in the downstream price

adjustment.

The conclusion drawn in the study ofKarrenbrock (1991) is used to contrast with

the observations made in the studies of the u,s. General Accounting office (1993) and
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Duffy-Deno (1996), where the partitioning moder specification is similarly used. The

General Accounting office (1993), which limits its analysis to only periods of market

shock, concludes that both pattem and amount asymmetry are evident, but only in the

response ofwholesale gasoline prices to the prices ofcrude oil. For the purpose ofthe

study, a market shock is defined as an increase of g.25% in rhe crude-oil price within one

week's time. The results of the shrdy shows that after a l0-cents-per-gallon increase in

the price ofcrude oil,68%o ofthe amount ofchange is reflected in retail prices within the

month of the price change. only 30% of a price decrease in the same amount is reflected

in the month of the price shock. In either case, complete passthrough is achieved after

two months. some inàication of pattem asymmetry in the short-run is concluded in the

study. According to these studies, it would seem that the majority of the econometric

testing using the partitioníng specification tends to indicate some evidence of asymmetry

in the downsheam price responses.

The conclusions ofthe American pet¡oleum Institute (ApI 1991), Borenstein et al

(1997), and Bacon (1991) are based on the adjustment ntodel specifrcation, although there

is evidence of some contradicting observations among the three studies. Norman and

shin's (API 1991) testing on u.S. gasoline prices contends with absolute certainty that

the¡e is no form of asymmetry in the retail price adjustments. The equation is similar, in

form, to the one used by Bacon (1991) in his study on the U.K. gasoline industry. The

observations that Bacon (1991) makes in his analysis, though, indicate a stronger

evidence of pattem asymmetry in the short run. The evidence of asymmetric retail price

adjustment would dissipate in the long run in the case of the u.K. industry. of the th¡ee
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studies based on variations ofthe partial adjustment function, the one by Borenstein et al.

(1997) results in the most pervasive indication of asymmehic behaviour.

The report of the Energy Information Adminishation (ErA 1999) under review

demonstrates how the existence of lag behaviour in price a justments can be construed as

asymmetric behaviour. with full passthrough of price changes, the timing delay in the

response of the downstream price can be falsely interpreted as incomplete passthrough.

This point is demonshated usíng a typical model ofpartial adjustment on a dependent

variable y at time period t, in which x is the only explanatory variable. The impact ofa

change in variable x is ofdecreasing magnitude over time, as defined below:

(1) y,=s+0.35xr-r + 0.25x¡-z+ 0.lOxr-¡ + 0.l5xt-q + 0.lOxr_s + 0.05xt¡

In the context ofgasoline pricing, xr-i would be the Iag effect ofchanges in the upstream

price after i periods have elapsed. The downstream price, y, a justs partially to changes

in the upstream x, and full passthrough is eventua y achieved afte¡ six periods, where the

sum of the coefficients equals one.

The model is used to simulate the effects ofboth an inc¡ease and decrease in the

upstream price. The simulated upstream price series consists of initial amounts of s0

cents per gallon' with two consecutive periods of2.5 cents per galron price increases, and

reaching an equilibrium price of55 cents per gallon. using the a justment function

defined in equation (1), the total amount ofprice change (5 cents per galron) wourd be

reflected in the downsheam price after six peri ods, and, amount symmetry isassured.

In order to demonshate that pattern symmetry is also maintained in the moder, the

partial adjustment function is simulated for price increases and decreases in the same

amount and frequency. The total dec¡ease in the upsheam price of 45 cents per galron is



similarly reflected in the downstream price after six periods of rag. since the same

adjustment function is defined for both price increases and decreases, price changes in

either direction would theoretically entail identical adjustment pattems.

Having controlled for amount and pattem syrrunetry in the adjustment, the report

of the EIA (1999) continues to demonstrate that evidences ofpattem asymmetry could

solely result from lagged behaviours when price increases and decrease follow each other

in a series. A series of generated upstream price with periods of increases and decreases

a¡e used to simulate the ¡esponse of the downstream price using the same partial

adjustment model. The price series stafs with 50 cents per gallon, followed by five

consecutive periods oi 1-cent increases and five consecutive periods ofdecreases in the

same amount. In essence, the price series peaks at 55 cents per gallon, and retums to 50

cents per gallon after fìve periods ofthe peak. As defined in equation (l), the

downstream price does not respond to a price change within the period ofthe shock, but

one period afterwards, and takes an additional six periods to fully adjust.

The occurrence of the price increase, then decrease shows a two-period delay for

the downstream price to reach its maximum peak, and another two-period delay for it to

retum to the minimum equilibrium. The simulated price peaks at 59 cents per gallon two

periods after the upstream price peaks at 55 cents, and Ìetums to the equ ibrium two

periods after the upstream price retums to the 5O-cent mark. The combined lags in the

downstream price adjustment equal four periods of delay. since the price increases first,

then decreases, the downstream price consequently takes nine periods to adjust to the five

periods of consecutive decreases in the upsheam price. In the case where price decreases
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occw first, the do\¡/nstream price would similarly take nine periods to recover from the

minimum price trough after five periods ofupstream price increases.

The results also indicate that the maximum of the downstream price is 59 cents

per gallon, and the minimum is 51 cents þer gallon). The downstream price maximum is

4 cents greater than the upstream price peak of55 cents. In subsequent periods ofprice

decreases, only 4 cents ofthe s-cent change in the upstream price is reflected in the

downskeam price, as it reaches a minimum of 5l cents. This can be construed as amount

asymmetry in the downstream price adjustment, although it has been shown that the

equation used to simulate these prices represent comprete cost transfer. since the price

change is in the order ofincreases then decreases, the downstream price is shown

graphically with a steeper slope for the increases than for the decreases. Due to this

skewness to the right in the pattem ofdownstream price adjustments, the area under the

curve is smalle¡ to the right of the peak price than it is to the left. The evidence ofsuch

behaviour tends to be interpreted as apparent pattem asynxnetry. Despite identical

responses to increases and dec¡eases in input prices when taken separatel¡ the combined

effect is less ce¡tain and manifests characteristics ofboth amount and pattem asymmetry

in downstream price adjustments.

Using the U.S. Gulf spot price (December 31, 1995 to May 31, 1997) for the

upstream price, the EIA (1999) continues to generate a series ofdownsheam prices

according to the model specified in equation (r). The generated prices are almost

identical to the retail gasoline prices ofthe Midwest (for the same period). The analysis

of the report clearly identifies numerous periods in which the actual and simulated retail

prices continue to rise after the spot price for wholesale gasoline has peaked and begun to
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fall. Based on this match, there is evidence that much of the apparent pattem asymmetry

in the response ofthe retail price could be attributed to the effect of cumulative lag

behaviour. It is concluded by the ELA. ( 1999) that any actual pattem asyrnmetry not

explained by the symmetric adjustment model (simulation) is small in effect.

From the evidence that exístence ofpattem asymmetry is relatively small and

does not significantly affect the market, it is assumed that eventual transmission of

upstream price changes would be complete. Estímation of the adjustment speed of

gasoline retail prices is consequently possible using a price passthrough model with

adjustment lags. similar to the model developed in equation (1) above, the passthrough

model specifies the change in the retail price as a function ofthe change in the upstream

price in the initial period, and the lag effects ofprevious price changes. Any change in

costs, therefore, would have rippling effects on the retail prices ofsubsequent periods.

The estimated equation takes the following form:

(2) 
^DOWNI 

= XB¡ÄUp1-¡ +D04OCT93 + AR, MA Terms + q

where the change in the downstream price in period t is a function of the cumulative

effects of the changes in the upstream price ofcurrent and preceding periods t-i (where

i=l..'k). The equation includes an adjustment term for the u.S. federal tax inc¡ease on

retail gasoline in october of 1993 (dummy variable D04ocr93), and autoregressive and

moving average terms to ensrue random regression residuals. Like other models, the

effects of factors other than those captured in the independent variables are assumed to be

random errors at time t (e1). under the specifications of the passthrough model, amount

symmetry would result in p¡ equalling 1, or that the sum of the current and lagged

independent variables becomes one. The null hypothesis is therefore lB, = L0 for all i :
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1...k, where a large p-value would conclude price syrnmetry, and indicate that the null

hypothesis of amount synìmetry could not be rejected.

Estimation of the model is performed using Ordinary Least Squares (OLS), and

the length of lag is determined by the minimization of the Akaike Information criterion

(AIC). The downstream price series tested include the U.S. GulfCoast spot for regular

gasoline, Chicago pipeline, Chicago rack, and the weekly retail gasoline prices of the

Midwestl8. All prices, except retail gasoline, are ofweekly averages (in cents per

gallon). The retail prices are of weekly Monday prices, rather than averages. The four

series ofdownstream prices are regressed against the weekly WTI spot prices ofperiod

October 5, 1992 and 1une29,1998, resulting in sums oflags ranging from 1.06 (for U.S.

Gulf Coast) to 1.138 (for Chicago pipeline), and p-values of 0.626,0.281, 0.636, and

0.506. One would conclude f¡om these results that eventual passthrough of the upstream

price changes would occur. The ELA. (1999) draws a similarity between this and a

previous study oftheirs (ElA 1998), where it has been concluded that passthrough of

upstream price changes is between 93-ll7%;o depending on the stage of the downstream

marketle. It fufher concluded in that report that passthrough ofchanges in spot prices to

retail prices occurs within two months ofthe initial change, and with decreasing lag

effects.

Using the Chicago pipeline and the U.S. Gulf spot price serie,s as upstream prices

(wholesale gasoline prices), the rates of adjustment in the Chicago rack to changes in the

Chicago pipeline and U.S. Gulfspot price series are tested using the passthrough model

rE As dehned in the study, average retail prices of the Midwest is equivalent to Petroleum AdminisÍation
fo¡ Defense (PAD) District 2: Illinois, Indiau, Iorva, KaDsas, Kentucþ, Michigaq Minnesota, Missouri,
Nebraska, Nofh Dakota, Ohio, OkJahoma, South Dakotar Te¡messee and Wisconsin (ElA 1999, page l?).
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of equation (2). According to the coefficients obtained, 62.g-65.2%of the changes in the

chicago pipeline and u.s. Gulfspot prices are reflected in the chicago rack prices within

the week of initial price changes. Befween the wholesale prices, the chicago piperine

adjusts to 83% of the amount of changes in the u.S. Gulf spot prices within the week of
the initial change' Although the results are consistent with the theory of eventuar

passthrough and decreasing lag effects, the EIA (r999) questions its own use ofweekly

prices in the regression because the rate ofresponse þassthrough) can be more accuratery

observed using data ofsmafler frequencies. Although the resurts indicate approximately

63Yo to 83Yo passthrough ofupstream price changes within one week, the resurt is

inconclusive as price ieries ofshorter frequency such as daily prices would better

indicate the actual rate ofadjustment.

The EIA's (1999) testing of asymmetric adjustment behaviour expands on the

model developed by Balke et al. (r 99g), which as indicated earlier replicates the research

done by Borenstein et al. (1997). After a comprehensive study of lag behaviours and

passthrough theory, the EIA (1999) suggests some fundamental amendments to the model

used in the studies ofBalke et al. (199g) and Bo¡enstein et ar. (1997). The resulting

model assumes full-passthrough behaviour, corrected for murticollinearity and lag

adjustments, which have theoretically caused unpredictable resurts in earlier studies. The

details of the changes are as follows:

r The use of transfer function moder in the earrie¡ studies is inconsistent with the

athibutes ofthe data series. According to the bi-di¡ectional Granger causarity and

Variance Decomposition tests performed by Balke et al. (199g), some of the

t" En"tgy Information Adminisaation, "Assessment of Summe¡ 1997 Motor Gasoli¡e price Increase,,,DOEÆIA-0621 (Washingron, DC, May 1998), Appendix r, p. Si.



upstream-downstream price series indicate two-way causality. The upstream prices

could not be shown as completely independent of the downstream prices, as causality

indicates that spot gasoline prices (wholesare) tend to Iead spot crude prices, while

retail prices (with taxes) tend to lead retail prices (without taxes). Evidence ofthe bi_

directional causality suggests that information from the downstream market is

incorporated in the upstream prices ove¡ time.

o Having highlighted the existence of multicollinearity in the price series, and

significant impact of lag lengths on the results ofprevious tests for as)¡mmetric

pattems, the partial adjustment model ofBalke et al. (199g) should exclude any lags

of the dependent (àownstream) variables.

Given these considerations, the EIA (1999) continues to perform a basic test for

asymaetry. The equation that is used to test fof pattem asymmetry is a variation of the

Iag adjustment defined earlie¡ in equation (1), where the change in the downstream

variable at time t, y¡, is a sum ofthe changes in the upstream variable x from previous

periods (t- 1) to (t-r):

Ây,= c + ctlÁx1-1 * cr2Âx¡-2 * c¡31ç,_3 * ... * clr_"Àxr-, * et

'without 
pattern asymmetry the adjustment behaviour would be identical fo¡ both

inc¡eases and decreases in the independent variable x. A dummy variable D is used to

capture the response ofy¡ to positive changes in x, where D: I if the change in x is

positive, and D : 0 if otherwise.

Ày¡=c+ø¡Âx¡-¡ + u.2Lxt-2+ cr3^xr-3 +... + c¿r^xr-,

* ôrDt-rÂxt-r * ðzDt-zÁxt-z * ô¡Dt-¡Âxt-¡ * ... * ô ¡ Dt-zÂxt_¡ * er

The test equation consequently takes the form
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(3) 
^DOWNT 

: C + ¡Êi^Upr_i + xy¡ASSyM¡-¡ + e¡

Ordinary Least Squares is the method of estimation, and pattem sl,rnmetry is tested using

the joint F-test.

H6: all the ¡ are jointly equal to zero þattem symmetry)

H¡: not all the ¡ are equal to zero (pattem asymmetry)

using the same weekly price series within the period of october 5 1992 to \une

29 1998 as before, the Midwest retail prices are tested against the benchmark wTI spot,

U'S' Gulfspot, Chicago pipeline and Chicago rack prices. The ¡esults indicate that theF-

test is significantly different from zero at r%o rever of significance in the cases where the

U.S. Gulf and the Chicago rack prices are used.

Pervasive pattem asymmetry is evident in the responses ofthe retail price to three

of the four upstream price serìes. only the reta response to the wrl spot benchmark for
crude oil shows symmetric transfer ofprice changes between price increases and

dec¡eases' The researche¡s attribute this to the seasonality ofthe data, which is not

captured in the moder specification. seasonarity tends to add noises to the data, which

subsequently reduce the level of significance fo¡ the test, From the experience of the

authors' it is stated in the study that the standard er¡or ofeach coefficient is generalry

twice as large in cases where seasonal dummy variables are applicabre2o. The standard

enors obtained in this study range fiom 0.0g3 to 1.5g5.

comparing to the results ofthe wholesare-price responses to the price changes of
crude oil (U.S. Gulfspot, Chicago pipeline, Chicago rack), the study concludes that

pattem asymmetry is generally more prevalent in the retail gasorine market. Given the



effects oflagged responses, howeve¡ it is inconclusive whether the seeming evidence of

asymmetric behaviour is an indication of actual pattem as)mrmetry or merely effect of

time 1ag2l. As presented earlier, the study demonstrates that amount symmetry could not

be rejected using the specification ofpassthrough modelling.

Section B: Critical Review

Despite the different interpretations among the studies presented regarding

downstream price fluctuations, there is common understanding that discrepancies in

downstream price adjustments (in relation to changes in the upstream price) can be

captured through econometric/statistical modelling. Depending on the adjustment pattem

resulting from the model specification, some of the discrepancies in the downstream price

response highlight time lags as the predominate cause. Although time lags tend to cloud

any attempt to draw conclusions on whether the downstream price adjustment entails

pattem and amount asymmetries, they do not solely explain all the discrepancies in the

pattem of price adjustments. The empirical studies summarized in the earlie¡ section of

this thesis is evaluated based on how each method attempts to describe the adjustment

behaviour ofdownstream gasoline prices, and the resulting observations highlighted by

the method regarding the adjustment pattem of downstream prices.

'o En"tgy Information Administation, "Price Changes
(Washingtoq DC, February 1999), Appendix C, p. 46.
'' Energy Information Administration, "Price Changes
(Washington, DC, February 1999), Appendix C, p. 47.

in the

in the

Gasoline Market", DOEÆ[A-0626

Gasoline Market", DOE/EIA-0626
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Jeffrey D. Kørrenbrock (1991)

The study has shown a small evidence ofpattem asynmetry where downsheam

(retail) prices adjust more quickly to increases in costs (wholesale prices) by a span of

one month22. Pattem asymmetric behaviour, howeve¡ is observed only in unleaded

gasoline prices, and not in the prices ofpremium and leaded gasoline. The author has

intended to demonstrate only the results, and does not provide reasons for the differing

adjustment behaviour between the grades of gasoline. Asymmetric price adjustment is

apparently a concem for the most commonly used grade of gasoline. The regression used

in the sfudy defines the change in downstream price as a linear summation oflagged

changes in the upstream price. The simple model specification captures the essence of

the relationship between upstream and downst¡eam price changes, as an ove¡all R2 of

about 0.90 seems to indicate proper model and data fit.

The study offers statistically sound results, intending to demonshate the

adjustment pattem of the downstream price without theoretical or market explanations for

the observed behaviour. Based on empirical price data, the study does highlight differing

adjustment pattems between price increasss and decreases. Justification for the use of the

partitioning methodology, where dummy variables are used to separate the data into two

streams ofprice increases/decreases has been difficult. The model ¿Ìssumes no

underlfng economic theory in price adjustment, and the separation ofprice series into

increases and decreases assumes that the two series are mutually exclusive and

independent, which is not consistent with time series data. As demonshated in the study

of the EIA (1999), the adjustment pattern during periods ofdecreasing prices is often

æ Karrentrock, Jefrrey D. "The Behavio¡ of Retail Gasoline prices: symmetric or Not?,,, Fede¡al Reserve
Bank ofSt. Louis (July/Augusr 1991),pp.19-29
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affected by previous periods of increasing prices (and vice versa) due to lag effects.

Borenstein et al. (1997) also attempt to caphrre separately the pattems ofprice

increases/decreases by defining the downstream price behaviour with a cumulative

function. As will be presented subsequently in this chapter, the cumulative function, as

defined, alleviates the assumption of mutually exclusiveness between the effects ofprice

increases/decreases.

The series ofretail prices used in the study is based on the monthly prices of 50

U.S. states surveyed by the Energy Information Agency. The prices for the period

between January 1983 and December 1990 include taxes of all levels of govemment, and

have been adjusted to exclude federal taxes using a simple average ofthe most recent

gasoline tax rates of the 50 states. unless taxes are removed from the price series, the

resulting observations could theoretically be influenced by changes in tax rates between

periods.

There is concem about whether the simple averaging method used to estimate the

taxes of the 50 states sufficiently reflects the actual amount ofsales taxes, such that the

retail prices used in the study would be completely free of any tax effects. The lack of

consideration given to local taxes on retail gasoline further adds to the uncertainty ofthe

results. As noted by Balke et al. (1998) on tests ofdiffering price series, asymmetric

adjustment behaviour is evident only in cases where the downstream prices used include

gasoline taxes. Although there is no conclusion made by the researchers regarding the

absolute effect oftax inclusion, it appears that the effect may undermine the attempt to

truly understand the adjustment pattem, where it is not properly addressed.
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One data characteristic that does not seem to be addressed in any of the studies

reviewed is that of endogeneity or dual causality. If markef determined prices constitute

all available information, then the upstream price at time period t would also

(theoretically) be explained by the downstream prices of previous periods (t-1, f-2. ..).

Karrenbrock (1991) chooses to strictly apply statistical p¡actises without consideration of

causality between the upstream and downstream price series, nor other factors such as

seasonality in the data.

Robert V Bacon (1991)

Robert Bacon;s ( 1991) approach to understanding the pattem ofdownstream price

adjustment involves more complex and flexible functional forms than the approach used

in the study of Jefhey Karrenbrock (1991). While Kanenbrock (1991) partitions the data

series into positive and negative streams, Bacon (1991) uses a quadratic function model

to captwe the effects of increases and decreases in prices. According to the author, the

sign of the estimated coefficient B on the linear term of the equation represents the

relative speed of change in that direction (decreases/increases). A positive B will indicate

that the downsheam price increases relatively faster than it decreases, while a negative B

will indicate the reverse (in both cases, the coefficient of the linear a term is positive).

Rather than using a linear model that assumes a simple cause-and-effect, Bacon defines

the partial adjustment using a quadratic adjustment function around the long-run full

adjustment (equilibrium) price. Quadratic modelling assumes greater initial impact of

changes in upsheam prices. The conclusion of the study is that amount sym¡netry gannot

be rejected, while pattem symmetry carurot be accepted.



With an R2 of 0.973, the estimated equation appropriately fits the data series.

Although there is no mentioning of an error term, it is assumed that the estimated

regression implies the ¡esidual term. Most quantitative software packages automatically

calculate the residuals of the estimation. The lack of specification, however, could result

in bias in the estimated coefficients. ln theory, random or unexplained characteristics of

the data would be reflected in the estimates ofc¿ and B, where specification ofthe residual

term is lacking. The stochastic error term is generally required in order to isolate random

influences on the downstream price that is not explained by the upstream price. Although

the R2 fit is sufficiently high, the coefficient estimates may contain influences ofrandom

"noise" if this is the càse. The quadratic equation used in the study is statistical and

mathematical, but as in the case of Kar¡enbrock (1991), does not attempt to provide the

underlfng markeleconomic theory. The obtained results merely illustrate the pattem of

downstream price adjustment according to empirical price series.

Bacon's (1991) formulation of the model includes the lag effect ofthe

downstream price on itself (Y¡-1), which brings up the Energy Information

Administration's @IA 1998) concem of multicollinearity. In terms of the general

quadratic equation Y¡: Y,-r + s(Yr-Y,-r)2 + B[Yr-I-r), Bacon (1991) defines the

equilibrium price (Yr) as the long-run (full adjustment) equation ofthe downstream

price, where

Yr : A + Bt + (P/(t-s)Æ6(t-v)).

P is the upstream price, while E is the exchange rate in U.S cents and U.K. pence. The

formulation includes lag values s and v, which would be determined from the data. The

downsheam price in any fime period t is by definition ofthe equation, the price of the
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previous period (t-1) plus its deviation from the long-run equilibrium. The explanatory

variables in the formulation are the upstream price (in u.s. cents per litre), the exchange

rate þence/cent), and the downstream price of the previous period. correlation between

the downstream and upstream prices, as both are defined as explanatory variables would

cause unpredictable results. Such correlation causes wide swings and implausible signs

in the estimated coefficients, despite small changes in the data and relatively high data fit

GÚ). a. is in the case of other studies to be reviewed, multicollinearìty tends to

introduce uncertainty to the results and conclusions, especially where asymmetric price

adjustments are observed.

The study uses ex-refinery gasoline prices as the input costs ofgasoline retailers

rather than crude oil prices. The rationale is that the expectation ofperfect hacking of the

retail price to crude price is unreasonable, due to the intermediate processes and markets.

The ma¡kets for crude oil and retail gasoline are fairly removed, as crude oil is also used

to produce other petroleum products. The relative demand conditions of the different

product markets for crude oil may not necessarily be reflected in the cost ofgasoline

refinery and therefore, may not necessarily influence the prices ofretail gasoline23.

The study's strict focus on the relationship between refinery and retail gasoline

prices does not introduce new elements to the subject, as previous studies have also

identified and tested the ¡elationships ofprices at diffe¡ent levels ofthe distribution

charurel (crude oil to wholesale refinery; refinery to retail gasoline). Also similar to other

researchers, Bacon (1991) adjusts the price series for value-added tax (15%) and excise

duty (annual rate). contrary to the conclusion derived in the study ofBalke et al. (199g),

a Bacon, Robert w. "Rockets and Feathers: The Asymmehic speed ofA jusÍnent ofltK Retail Gasoline
Prices to Cost Changes", Enerey Economics (Jtly 1991),p.212



where as),mmetric behaviour is evident only when taxes are included in the retail price

series, evidences ofpattem asymmetry is observed by Bacon (1991) despite the ¡emoval

of tax-effects from the price series. This contrast between the two studies indicates that

modelling specification may play a factor.

Severin Borenstein, A. ColÍn Caneron, ønd Richard Gilbert (1997)

The estimation equation used in the study ofBorenstein et al. (1997) is one of

cumulative adjustment function with correction for the long{erm adjustment behaviour.

In conhast with a standard partial adjustment model, like the one described earlier in the

study ofRobert Bu"or, ltllt¡, the lagged effects ofprevious price changes on the current

price are less reshicted with the cumulative adjustment function. Bacon's (1991) use of a

quadratic partial adjustment function assumes greater impact of a price shock in the

initial period, with smaller and equal impact in subsequent periods. The cumulative

adjustment function defines the response of the retail price as the sum ofpositive and

negative adjustments of all lagged periods. Other researchers see a similar concern of

potential multicollinearity in the model specification, as they have in the case ofBacon

(1991). With the introduction of the error-cor¡ection term for the long-run, full-

adjustment relationship between the upsheam and downstream prices, the equation

defines the effects ofany difference between the downsheam price at time period t and

the fully adjusted downsheam price (after all lag periods have elapsed), as explanatory

influences. As both sides of the equation include the downsheam-price variable,

correlation between the upstream and downstream prices tends to introduce uncertainty to

the estimation ¡esults, as both effects are defined as the explanatory variables. On the
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other hand, the inclusion of the long-run correction term is merely to ensure that the

adjustment path ofthe downstream price reverts to the long-run behaviour. It is not clear

whether significant multicollinearity effects would be inhoduced in this respect. This

thesis will not attempt to investigate the concem in any detail.

With respect to the capturing of time lag behaviour, the model is more flexible,

and allows for possible differences in the direction ofprice changes between the

upstream and downstream prices within a period of time. In the event that the price of

crude oil rises in the previous period and falls in the current period, the response of the

cumulative adjustment function includes the possibility that the retail price could

continue to rise in the current period. Depending on the relative magnitude of the

cumulative responses, the effects of the changes in the upstream price on the downstream

price are independent between periods.

The upsheam and downstream price series used in the study are bi-weekly

average (exìax) prices between 1986 and 1992 inclusively. From to the studies reviewed

so far, two issues can be raised'¡/ith respect to the data: The effects ofprice shocks

during the Gulf War, and the effects of excluding taxes. The observations to be presented

in Chapter IV of the thesis indicate that greater volatility in the crude-oil benchmark

(Edmonton Can Par) is experienced during the period between August 1990 and April

1991. The average Canadian retail prices are relatively less volatile during this period.

The impact ofthe price shocks during this period on the American petroleum industry is

not clear, but may inhoduce one-time influences on the results of the study. According to

the Canadian data, the relative volatility of the upstream and downstream prices could

inJluence the observed adjustment pattem ofthe latter. Since the issue ofthe price-shock



period is not captured in the equation of Borenstein et al. (1997), the price fluctuations

between the upstream and downstream markets may appear less harmonious than they

may be in actuality.

The issue with excise taxes originates from the conclusion of Balke et al. (199g),

where pervasive asymmetric responses are observed only when taxes are included in the

retail price series. Like Bacon (1991), however, Borenstein et al. (1997) conclude from

their findings that amount and pattem asymmetry is evident in the responses ofboth

wholesale and retail gasoline prices, despite the exclusion oftaxes in the price series.

Nathan S. Balke, Stephen P.A, Browrt, Mìne K, Yucel (1998) and the Energt

Infornøtion Admìnistratìon (EIA I 99 9)

Both ofthese studies attempt to review the conclusions drawn by other

researchers, and evaluate the estimation equation defined in each case. The conclusions

ofthe two studies do not deny the observations made by other researchers, but instead

provide insight into the interpretation of the results of empirical tests. Rather than

resolving the question of symmetric downsheam adjustment, Balke et al. (1998) and the

EIA (1999) provide statistical reasons for furthe¡ inquiry into the topic. The existence of

asymmetric pricing behaviour in the downstream sectors of the U.S. and the U.K.

petroleum industries has been consistently observed in past researches, but the severity of

the situation is emphasized in one study in particular, the study by Borenstein et al.

(1997). The EIA (1999) has demonstrated through price simulation that lag behaviours

would affect the pattem of price adjustments such that asymmetry could be falsely

concluded despite symmetric behaviour. The simulation has shown that the downstream



price could take nine periods to respond to five periods ofupsheam price increases or

decreases as they occur between periods. Past researches, however, tend to find that the

occurrence of pattem asymmetry is unidirectional. Where pattem asymmetry is

observed, the downstream price tends to adjust slower to price decreases in all cases,

despite the random occurrence ofprice changes in empírical data.

The issue of time lag is thoroughly addressed in the study of the Energy

lnformation Administration (1999). Based on the theory of passthrough modelling, the

authors have demonstrated that five consecutive periods ofincreasing or decreasing costs

would cause at least two periods of delay in the adjustment pattem ofdownsheam prices,

despite full passthrough. The results of the model simulation inàicate that the

combination offive consecutive periods ofincreases in upstream price followed by five

consecutive periods ofdecreases would cause the downstream price adjustment to

manifest evidences of pattem asynxnetry. It would take four periods of lag for the

simulated downstream price to reach a minimum (after periods ofprice decreases), while

ottly two periods of lag to reach a maximum (after the same period of price increases).

There is also evidence of amount as)mrmetry, where a total of 5-cent increases in the

upsheam price results in a 9-cent increase in the downsheam price, while a total ofs-cent

decreases in the upstream price results in only a 4-cent decrease. The simulation, as

presented by the EIA (1999), is important in demonstrating the fundamental characteristic

of time-series data. All empirical studies are, therefore, wlnerable to the inherent effect

oflags in the price series.

Timing differences, however, do not completely explain potential inconsistencies

in the downstream price adjustment. Using the retail prices of the U.S. Midwest, the EIA
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(1999) has also shown a significantly quicker response in the retail price to increases

(than decreases) in wholesale púces. The influence of timeJag behaviour alone would

result in random asymmetry, where the inconsistency in the pattem of adjustment would

also entail quicker responses to price decreases in certain scenarios. Given that all of the

empirical studies under review have demonshated unidirectional pattem asymmetry

(faster a justment to price increases), lagged adjustments could not be concluded as the

only significant factor of cause; but rather a significant consideration (particularly

cumulative lagged adjustments).

Consistent with this conclusion, the study ofBorenstein et al. (1997) defines the

change in the downstrôam price using the cumulative adjustment function, although the

study has demonstrated a pervasive evidence ofprice asymmetry in the U,S. oil industry.

The specified model is one ofpartial adjustment, cor¡ected for the long-run (full

passthrough) behaviour, which according to a subsequent study by Balke et al. (199g),

tends to indicate stronger evidence of asymmetry in comparison with other models (using

the same series ofdata). Balke et al. (1998) perform econometric tests on a serìes of

upstream and downstream prices in order to demonshate that model specification plays a

large role in the resulting observations. The study compares the results of the error-

correction partial adjustment model with that of simple levels or linear partial adjustment.

The conclusion is that the latter shows a minimal degree of downstream price asymmetry

where the former indicates stronger asymmetry.

Given the pervasive asymmetric results of the enor-correction model, the EIA

(1999) contends that muiticollinearity may be a factor of effect. From its own price

series, it is observed by the EIA (1999) that the prices ofthe crude- wholesale- and retail
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markets tend to be highly conelated. The correlation between the upstream and

downstream prices introduces multicollinearity as a point ofconcern when both price

series are defined as explanatory variables in the equation of estimation. correlation of

explanatory variables tends to cause unpredictable and uncefain results. Based on

weekly data between October 1992 to June 1998, the ELA. (1999) has shown that the

Midwest pump prices (retail), chicago rack prices (wholesale price indicator), chicago

pipeline prices (wholesale price indicator), spot Gulf Coast prices (wholesale price

indicator), and crude oil spot prices have correlation coefficients of 0.74 to 0.99. The

table ofcorrelation between the prices, as outlined in the study, are summarized in Table

I below. The EIA (1t99) is of the opinion that multicollinearity is one of the factors,

which has caused much of the extreme ¡esults obtained from the use of the error_

c or re c t íon equation2a.

Coefficients

Energy Inforrnation "Price Changes in the
(Washington, DC, February 1999), p. 22

one other factor that may introduce great instability to the empirical results of

previous studies is the exheme volatility of the petroleum markets during the Gulf war

period (August 1990 to April 1991). Depending on the reactions of the upstream and

2a Ercrgy Information AdminisÍation, "price changes in the Gasorine Market", DOEÆIA-0626
(Washington, DC, February 1999), page 22.
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downstream markets to the price shocks during the period, price fluctuations would not

reflect the normal pattems of the downstream price response to upstream price changes.

Because of the contradicting results ofprevious researches and the related

concems ofregression modelling, the question of the existence/non-existence of

asymmetric price adjustments in the gasoline industry, and the level of market at which

they may occur (refinery, wholesale, retail), continues to be a topic of debate. Balke et

al. (1998) have concluded that model specifications have extreme and differing effects on

the ¡esults even with identical sets ofdata series. Shin of the American Petroleum

I¡stitute (API 1992) tests the effects ofboth the diffe¡ences in model specification (using

the adjustment and pattítioning ncÍions), and frequencies ofdata series. The

conclusion is that none of the previous studies on the subject of price asl'rnmetry has lead

to conclusive results (including the API's (1991) analysis) because different

combinations ofmodel specifications and data series tend to reveal different outcomes.

In the attempt to develop an understanding ofthis issue, Shin (API 1992)

regresses the monthly data (January 1982 - December 1990) used in a co-study, Norman

and Shin (API 1991), agalnst the partitioning model of Karrenbrock (1991). The results

indicate price symmetry, which contradict the conclusion derived by Kanenbrock (1991).

Similarly, when the adjustment model of the earlier API (1991) study is regressed using

Kanenbrock's (1991) monthly data series (January 1983 - December 1990), the results

indicated asymmetric price adjustments, contradicting the API's (1991) earlier

conclusion. It is, therefore, concluded by the API (1992) that the results ofprevious

studies are inconclusive and are data-series áependent.



The critical analyses of Balke et al. (1998) and the EIA (1999) present technical

concems based on current studies, which serve to summarize the progress of the

development and understanding in the field of downstream pricing behaviour. Although

statistical regression on empirical data provides objective analysis, and is the avenue

pursued in this thesis, the subject of symmetric price adjustment is still in its infancy.

The debate among researchers in the field on equation specification and data attributes is

indication ofthe requirement to truly define the driving forces ofthe fluctuations in the

retail gasoline price.
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Chapter IV

Empirical Study

Section A: Price Series Analysis

ln light ofthe studies reviewed, the question ofdownstream price adjustment is

further analyzed using canadian average prices. The data series include weekly average

retail gasoline prices (regular unleaded) for the period between January l9g7 and

December 1997, as well as the Edmonton can Par benchmark for crude oil of the same

frequency and the same period. All prices exclude taxes, and there is the¡efore no

requirement to make täx a justments in the estimation equation. In this chapter, the

Canadian price series will be ¡eviewed, where the trend and pattem ofcrude oil and

gasoline prices are highlighted. In the attempt to understand the adjustment pattern of

the downstream price, the data series are separated into periods ofincreases, stability, and

decreases in the prices ofcrude oil. Tables 2 and 3 ofAppendix A divide the price series

into the different periods ofcrude oil price changes. Analyses on time lag behaviour and

price differences across these periods would provide a first look at potential evidences of

asymmetric adjustment behaviour in the price ofretail gasoline, with respect to pattem as

well as the amount of adjustment. ln the subsequent section ofthis chapte¡ econometric

methods will be used to test the price series for evidences ofpattem and/or amount

symmetry in the adjustment behaviour of the retail price.
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Time Løg

Retail gasoline prices tend to be more volatile than crude oil prices. According to

the relative number ofpeaks and troughs in the data series used for analysis, the canadian

weekly prices ofgasoline fluctuate 160 times more than those of the crude oil

benchmark. The retail price series is a weighted average often major canadian cities,

including Saskatoon, Toronto, Vancouver, and Winnipeg, based on volume ofgasoline

consumption. Retail market price wars within the major cities at differing periods, as

well as downstream lag adjustments, are the most probable reason for the observed

volatility. These constitute smaller fluctuations that occur within short periods.

Graphical repråsentations of the crude oil and retail gasoline prices ove¡ the ten-

year duration (Figure 2 of Chapter II) tend to follow similar pattems with respect to

major price fluctuations. Except for evidences of time lag in the retail price, the general

pattems of both price series are very similar. ln addition to the relative volatility between

the upstream and downstream prices, time lag behaviour has made it difficult for

researchers in the field to conclusively answer the question ofwhether the downstream

price (retail gasoline) adjusts symmetrically (in pattem and amount) to changes in the

upstream price (crude oil). Until August of 1990, the crude-oil price benchmark peaks at

about every 3 to 30 week intervals. During the period of the Gulf TVar, volatility of the

crude oil benchmark is more pronounced, where prices p eak at every 2 to 5 week

intervals. Despite the shocks of the war, the price ofretail gasoline peaks at an average

of 2to 5 week intervals throughout the ten-year period under consideration (19g7-1997).

Peak prices ofboth crude oil and retail gasoline, however, are both highest during the

early 1990s.



Periods ofprice shocks in the crude oil benchmark represent anomalies in the

pattem ofprices and price adjustments. Evidences ofincreased fluctuation in the crude

oil price series during the period, without a corresponding effect on gasoline prices would

tend to distort average indicato¡s and understate the downstream price's ability to respond

to changes in the price of crude oil. The period ofprice shocks between August 1990 and

April 1991 are, therefore, excluded from subsequent analyses ofthe data series.

The price series fo¡ retail gasoline ove¡ the ten years manifests response pattems,

which are sometimss contrary to intuition. During certain periods of increases in the

crude oil benchmark, the retail gasoline price can show decreases for a number ofweeks.

The same can be observed for periods ofincreases in the crude oil price, whete the

response ofthe retail price is opposite to that which is expected. According to the pass-

through model tested by the Energy Information Administration (1997), it is shown that

time lag tends to indicate asymmetric adjustment pattem despite complete pass through

of upsheam price changes. The periods where the retail gasoline price shows decreases

despite increases in crude oil price (and vice versa), therefore, constitute periods of

evident lagged adjustments in the downsheam price series. Similarl¡ periods of lagged

responses to increases in the upsheam price are observed when the retail price continues

to increase despite decreasing crude prices. These are the periods in the time series where

the lag behaviour is most obvious and can be isolated for analysis. They do not preclude

the existence oflagged increases and decreases during periods ofconcurrent movement

between the upstream and downsheam prices.

There are 272 observations (weeks) in the price series, in which the price ofcrude

oil has shown increases (Table 2(a) ofAppendix A). In 148 weeks of the observations,



the retail gasoline prices continue to fall, indicating periods oflagged decreases in the

downstream prices. According to these observations, the lagged decreases are about 1-3

weeks (averaging about 2 weeks). That is to say that the downstream price a justment

takes that much time on average to respond to decreases in the upstream price.

contrasting to these observations are the 240 weeks ofdecreasing crude oil prices (Table

2(b) of Appendix A). Retail gasoline prices have shown increases in 9g of the weeks

observed in this category. Increases in the downstream price, despite decreasing

upstream prices, highlight lagged increases of 1-2 weeks (averaging about 1 week). The

relative responses of the gasoline prices ín terms oftime lag is faster for price increases

than dec¡eases by one'week. There is indication at this stage ofthe analysis that pattem

asymmetry in the downstream price adjustment cannot be rejected.

Price Dífferences

As indicated earlier, the general observation is that retail gasoline prices tend to

fluctuate more than crude oil prices. Much of the relative volatility may have been

caused by lagged adjustments. The price differences between the upsheam and

downsheam prices roughly calculate the retail markup on product cost. The average

price differences during the different periods ofcrude-oil price changes (increases,

stability, decreases) are closely connected to the responses of the retail price in terms of

markup behaviour. Any observed discrepancy in price differences between the categories

ofprice changes (increases, decreases) is a reflection of the downstream price response to

upsheam price changes with respect to the amount ofpassthrough.



In analyzing the pattem of the price diffe¡ences for periods ofincreasing and

decreasing crude oil prices, periods oflag adjustments are removed from the series.

Tables 3(a) and (c) ofAppendix A include only periods where the upstream and

downstream prices are both increasing or decreasing. on average, the price difference

between crude oil and retail gasoline tends to be slightly lower during periods of

increasing prices (by almost half a cent per litre). Price fluctuations between the

upstream and downstream prices, however, are slightly more volatile (less synchronized)

during these periods, as measured by the relatively higher standard deviation in price

differences from the mean (Table 4). Based on the relatively smaller mean difference,

there is indication that the retail price tends to follow the crude-oil benchmark mo¡e

closely during periods of price increases. The upstream and downstream prices are

closest during these periods, compared to periods ofupstream price decreases and

stability.

Periods ofstable crude oil prices tend to manifest time lag in the response of the

retail price (most prominently, lagged decreases). There are periods ofzero-changes in

both crude oil and gasoline prices. However, most ofthe observations where the change

in the crude oil price is ze¡o tend to correspond to positive changes in the ¡etail price. As

expected, the mean difference during these periods (where crude oil prices are stable) is

highest, with the least volatility in prices.

To further illustrate the lack ofconsistency in price tracking between increases

and decreases, the upper and lower ranges of the price differences are compared. Using

the mean differences, and adjusting them once for the standard deviations, the upper and

lower range ofprice differences for periods ofincreasing crude oil prices is 10.76-1j.32
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cents per litre. Similarly, the range ofprice differences during periods ofcrude oil price

decreases is 14.71-17.87 cents per litre; although the overlapping of the upper ranges

indicates that the inconsistency in price tracking between the two streams ofprice

changes may be small. Based on the consistently higher difference between the

downstream and upstream prices during periods ofprice decreases, there is nonetheless

evidence of less responsiveness to decreasing upstream prices, which would potentially

result in asymmetric adjustment behaviour with respect to the amount of cost

passthrough.

The amount ofchange in the retail price responding to a one-cent change in the

crude-oil price þer litre) is 1.34 cents higher for increasing prices than decreasing prices

on average (Table 5). Strictly looking at the flows ofcrude oilprice increases and

decreases with corresponding increases and decreases in the retail price, each cent of

increase/decrease in the upstream price results in a change in the retail price of$0.06 and

$0.0466 per litre, respectively. The standard deviation is also relatively higher for price

increases, indicating higher volatility in the downstream price within the periods.

Although the inconsistency between the downstream price adjustments is relatively small

in magnitude, indications of lower price differences, larger amounts ofprice changes, and

higher volatility during periods ofincreasing upstream prices tend to highlight some

asymmetric prìce adjustrnent behaviour with respect to the responsiveness and the

amount ofpassthrough.

Table 4 Price Differences between Gasoline/Crude Oil

Crude Crude Crude
Decreases Stability Inc¡eases

Mean 14.32 16.29 14.04

Standard Deviation 3.19 1.58 3.28 Relative fluctuation ofgasoline prices fiom crude prices.
Variance 10.17 2.50 10.77
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Crude Crude Crude
Decreases Stability Increases

Lower Range 11.13 14.71 10.76
Upper Range 17.51 17.87 17.32
No. of Obs. 142.00 28.00 124.00

Table 5 Price Change A¡alysis
Crude Crude
Dec¡eases Increases

Mean 4.66 6.00
Standard Deviation 8.91 9.72
Variance 79.37 94.50

Section B: Econometric Model Specification

This section of the chapter attempts to p¡esent econometric evidences (or the lack

of evidences) of the existence of asymmetric adjustment pattems in the downstream

price, particularly in the retail price ofgasoline. Using the data series described in

Section A of this chapter, econometric estimation is performed based on the long-run

relationship between the upstream and downstream prices as described in the study of

Borenstein et al. (1997). The adjustment in the price ofretail gasoline relative to a

change in the price ofcrude oil is described as the cumulative influence ofthe upstream

price changes over the number ofperiods that the retail price takes to completely adjust.

With the understanding that the downstream adjustment pattem may be unique for

incteases and decreases in the upstream price, the function assumes that

^R: 
= B;^c,

LRi,, = pi LC,

:

ÃRi-,=B)LC, for C,>0,

and
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^R: 
= B;^c,

ARt',t = B, LC,

LRi-, = B, A,C, for C, < 0.

At any time period t, the change in the retail gasoline price is explained by the cumulative

effect of the lag responses to inc¡eases and decreases in the crude oil price over the

number of periods that is required for full adjustment. The model of estimation becomes,

(r) A,R, = d,o +>(p: 
^cî_, 

+ p; nc;_,)+f(y! dRi_, + y, LR,_,)+ e, .

Similar to the study ofBorenstein et al. (1997), positive and negative changes in the price

of crude oil are defined as

^c,. 
=max{^c,,0} and Àc, =min{¡c,,0}.

The constant term is denoted by 06.

Since the resulting change in the retail price at time t is driven by the lag

adjustments corresponding to increases and decreases in crude prices ofprevious periods,

the model specification accommodates for the possibility of different directional change

between the príces of crude oil and retail gasoline. Depending on the relative magnitude

ofd and Ê, the resulting retail price could increase or decrease despite the direction of

change in the crude price during the period. The details of this contrast between the

described model and conventional partial adjustment functions are described in Section B

of the previous chapter. The lagged dependent variable terms (ÀR+¡-¡, ARì-i) are added to

the equation in order to capture the effects of adjustment lags in the retail price.
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Long-run Error Coteclìon Term

The estimation equation presented in this thesis is a partial adjustment fi.rnction,

based on the assumption of the basic full-adjustment equation of the long run. Following

the study ofBorenstein et al. (1997), an er¡o¡-correction term is incorporated into the

basic model, which accounts for the deviation of the previous retail price a justment (at

time t-1) from the fully adjusted retail price. The full-adjustment ¡elationship of one-

period lag can be written as Rt-t : oô + cytct-l + ér-t, or that e¡-¡ : Rt-r - do - 6¿¡C¡-1. The

error-correction teûn can, then, be defined as the residual of the long-run regression of

period (t1). With this added consideration, the estimation model becomes,

(2) LR, = 
"" 

* iþ¡ dc ¡_, + B; nc;_,) + fzi ARi_, + yl aR u) + 0,e,_, + e, .

i=0 i=l

The estimation model used in this thesis is the basic empirical relationship derived

above, with considerations ofseasonality in the data and price shocks of the Gulf War

period.

Seøsonøl Vøríatiotts

The sale of gasoline, like most commodities, is less than uniform throughout the

year' Due to the seasonal variations in the price series, Borenstein etal. (1997) introduce

dummy explanatory variables. Following their study, three dummy variables are

introduced into the estimation model of the long-run relationship defined above in

equation (1), in order to control for seasonal effects:

Q21 
: {1 in the second quarter

0 in all other quarters)



Q¡ : {1 in the third quarter

0 in all other quarters)

Q¿t : { I in the fourth quarter

0 in all other quarters)25.

With the consideration of seasonal effects, the estimation model becomes

(3) 
^R, 

= o, *fþ; rc¡_, + p; nc;_,)+fzi LRi_, + yt LR;¡) + eF,_, +f,É,e,, + 
", 

.
¡=0 Èr j=2

Price Shocks of lhe Gulf lI/ar

'The observation made in Section A ofthis chapter is that the price of crude oil

during the weeks between August 1990 and April i99l tends to fluctuate more frequently

than in other periods, with greater price peaks and troughs. The same trend, however, is

not observed in the retail gasoline price series. The effect of these price shocks can

introduce distortion to the results of the empirical test. This is addressed in the estimation

equation using the method used by Eckert (2002)26.

As explained in the study of E ckert (2002), the effects of the Gulf War on the

prices of crude oil can be separated into two periods of shocks. The anticipation of the

invasion of Kuwait resulted in increasing price shocks during the earlier part of the waq

while the anticipation of the end of the war introduced an opposite shock to the crude-oil

price by the middle to the end of the war. In reviewing the price changes in the can par

Benchmark, positive price shocks are evident befween the months ofAugust and

November 1990, while negative price shocks are most evident during the months of

25 Eckert, 
-Anclrew. 

"Retail price cycles and response as).rnmetry". Canadian Joumal of Economics
(February 2002), pp. 58.
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December 1990 and April 1991. The separating week between the two price shock

periods is November 27,1990, according the series of the crude oil price used (Figure 3).

CharEes in Cån Pâr B € nchr¡å r* (Gulf ìYår Pe ¡loo

Figure 3 Changes in Can Par Benchmark (Gulfrr'r'ar Period)

Eckert (2002) uses two dummy variables to separately capture the increasing and

decreasing price shocks during the period of the Gulf Wa¡. The periods ofprice shocks,

as determined by the price series used in the thesis @igure 3), are defined as follows:

Befo¡er: {1 for the weeks ofAugust 7 to November 20, 1990

0 for all other weeks]

Aier¡ = {1 fo¡ the weeks ofNovembe¡ 27, 1990 to April 30,1ggl

0 for all other weeks)

'With the inclusion of the dummy variables to correct for the price shocks before and afte¡

the invasion of Kuwait, the model of ¡egression takes the form:

2gJ

t.@

'u Ibid.
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(4)

LR, = ao *fþ¡ rc;-, + B; tc;-,)+f(ri 
^Rî-t 

+ y; AR;-,) + 0,e,-,
¡=0 i=l

+EBEFORE, +6,AFTER, + e,.

With the addition of a time variable to ensure that the estimated results would not be

influenced by an omitted trend, the reduced form of the estimated equation is as follows:

(s)

AR, = ø o *f(B ¡ rc ;-, + p ; LC ; ì) + i(yi dRi-, + y, aR, -,) + 0,e, -, * f €,e,,
i=0 ¡=l j=2

+ \BEFORE. + 6TAFTE& + þ,TIME, + e,.

Deterninøtion of Løg Lengþh

The estimation equation is regressed using Ordinary Least Squares with differing

numbers of lags up to 6 periods. The lagged variables are dropped one by one until they

become statistically significant. Through this process, the proper number of lag period is

determined to be l.

Section C: Empirical Analysis

Equation (5) is estimated using Ordinary Least Squares, and the results ofthe

estimation are presented in Appendix B, along with the details ofthe hypotheses testing

to be discussed in this section. Given the cumulative specification of the adjustment

function, the overall ¡etail-price adjustment in any nth period can be described as the sum

ofthe estimated responses (Þ"* or P"), (7"* or T"-) and the coefficients ofthe error-

conection terms,

The outcome of the estimation using the model developed above has resulted in

an equation fit of R2:0.909 or adjusted R2 = 0.907 (Appendix B). A similar study by

+I¿.o..
j=2





Pattern Asymnetry

The indication from the t-scores of the estimated parameters is that they are

significantly different from zero, except in the initial period ofa negative change in the

price of crude oil (ÀCo- from Table 6, Appendix B). The testing ofhypotheses performed

on the relative significance ofpositive and negative price-change coefficients (Appendix

B) provides insight into the question of symmetrical pattern adjustments in the retail price

of gasoline. There is indication that upstream price increases (pe) tend to be significant

in the period of the price change, with a relatively smaller lagged effect. With respect to

decreases in the upsfream price, the response ofthe downsheam price (B6-) is not

sigrificant in the period of the initial p.i"e d""reu.", but is more significant in the

subsequent lag period (Ê,-r-). Downstream price adjustments tend to be more responsive

to positive changes in the price of crude oil, as B6* is signifrcantly greater than Be-

according to the results ofHypothesis III ofAppendix B.

In an attempt to answer the question ofwhether there is evidence ofpattem

asymmetry, the estimated coefficients tend to indicate a timing difference between price

increases and decreases, The retail response to increases in the crude-oil price

benchmark is immediate, which is one week faster than the response to decreases in the

price of crude oil. Upstream price increases are significantly reflected in the downstream

price during the week ofthe initial price change, and continues to increase after one week

before stabilizing in the third week. By contrast, decreases in the upsheam price are not

reflected in the do\rynstream price until one week after the initial price change. Since the

price ofretail gasoline also tends towards a new equilibrium after tkee weeks, the impact

ofa one-cent decrease in the upsheam price is ofa shorter duration than a price increase



of the same amount. There is evidence that the retail price adjustment to changes in the

price of crude oil tend to exhibit pattem asyrnmetry as defined earlier in the thesis. That

is to say that the retail price tends to respond more quickly to increases in the price of

crude oil by one week. Figure 5 illushates the cumulative adjustment pattems of the

retail price to increases and decreases in the price ofcrude oil.

Cùmulative AdJustments

W€ eks

|"rt

Figure 5 Cumulative Responses to Upstream Price Increases/Decreases

Amount Asymmetry

Given that the model of estimation is one of a cumulative adjustment fr;nction, the

sum ofthe coefficients after one period of lag would better indicate the overall pattem of

the downsheam-price response. As B6 is the estimated response to the initial change in

the upstream price, (Bo + Br-t) is the estimated downstream response one week after the

initial change in the upsheam price. Having identi{ied separately the coefficients ofthe

positive and negative changes in upstream price (^C-0, 
^Ci), 

Hlpothesis fV tests the

difference between the positive and negative responses by summing the B estimates over

the one-period lag. The indication is that the cumulative responses are statistically

different between price increases and decreases.

0.5

" 0.4

t 0.3

X o.z

E o.r

o
-0.1
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ln addition to the difference in timing, adjustments in the retail gasoline price tend

to inconsistently reflect the amounts ofupstream price changes for increases and

decreases. Following the cumulative adjustment paths presented in Figure 5, retail prices

reflect increases in the upstream price in a greater portion than they reflect price

dec¡eases. A one-cent increase in the price ofcrude oil leads to a 0.28-cent increase in

the price ofretail gasoline within the first week, and a further increase of 0.16 cents in the

second week (total retail price increase of 0.44 cents), before stabilizing at a new

equilibrium in the third week (0.40 cents ofthe 1-cent increase in the price ofcrude oil).

In contrast, a one-cent decrease in the price ofcrude oil does not result in a

significant change in ihe price ofretail gasoline within the period of the price shock. The

retail price exhibits a decrease of 0.18 cents in the second week, and begins to stabilize

after two weeks ofthe price change, at around 0.10 cents of the 1-cent decrease in the

crude-oil price. Although the adjustment pattems may become "noisier" as the duration

increases, there is indication that the amount ofpassthrough is higher for price increases.

Contrary to other studies, there is little evidence ofconverging adjustment pattems

(between increasing/decreasing prices), even after ten weeks. The price of retail gasoline

generally tends tor,vards a new equilibrium after three weeks ofa change in the price of

crude oil, but the amount ofpassthrough is 30% higher for price increases than decreases.

The retail price seems to exhibit this asymmetric behaviour (amount asymmetry) in the

short- to medium run.



Chapter V

Summary and Conclusion

The question ofwhether the retail gasoline price completely reflects changes in

the crude oil price has been a concem ofresearchers ofthe industrialized countries for the

last ten years. The cost ofcrude oil is the only variable cost that constitutes the highest

percentage of th e aveÍage Canadian retail price. Empirical studies based on econometric

modelling provide objective evidences ofwhether the retail price adjusts symmetrically

to increases and decreases in the price ofcrude oil.

For the 1O-year period between 1987 and 1997, there is evidence that ihe average

Canadian price ofretail gasoline adjusts more completely and quickly to increases (than

decreases) in the Edmonton Can Par benchmark for crude oil. For a one-cent change in

the upstream price, the response ofthe downstream price is immediate for price

increases, which is one week faster than the response to price decreases. This

observation is consistent with the preliminary analysis performed in Section A ofChapter

III on the price series. The amount ofpassthrough ofprice changes that is reflected in the

downstream price is also 30% greater for price increases. Analysis of the price

differences between the upsheam and downstream prices confirms that the mean price

difference is 22To smaller for price increases than price decreases. The observation is

that the price ofretail gasoline better conforms to the pattern ofincreasing prices ofc¡ude

oil. According to the analyses performed in this thesis, pattern asymmetry is an

immediate and short{erm behaviour. Amount asymmetry on the other hand, seems to

persist beyond the short-term (more than ten weeks).
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The adjustment pattem ofthe downstream price is defined as a cumulative

function, where the change in the retail price is the result ofthe cumulative effect of the

initial change in the crude-oil benchmark over the lag of the adjustment period. This

definition of the adjustment behaviour is a variation of the one derived in the study of

Borenstein et al. (1997) on the U.S. petroleum industry. This error-correction model,

which includes the effect ofthe deviation ofthe downsheam price from its long-run

equilibrium, has shown consistent results when applied to the Canadian context. Eckert

(2002) has applied Canadian price data to the error-correction model, and has found that

there is pervasive, but short{erm asymmetry in the response of the retail gasoline price.

The results of this theÁis also indicate pervasive asynmetry in the a justment of the relail

gasoline price, but the effect ofthe asymmetry \'vith respect to the amount ofpassthrough

tends to be longer than the short-run. The equilibrium price of gasoline, after ten weeks,

reflects a greater portion ofthe amount ofincrease in the price of crude oil than the same

amount ofdecrease.

In light of previous studies performed on the U.S. and U.K. petroleum industries,

the question of downsheam asymmetric behaviour has been attempted with different

adjustment models and sets ofdata, \'/ith differing results and conclusions.

Supplementary to the recent studies on the Canadian petroleum industry, this thesis

confirms the existence ofinconsistent downstream price adjustment pattems, depending

on the direction of the price change. Having satisfied the question o f exisÍence, the thesis

leads to questions of the extent and market implications of the asymmetric adjustment

behaviour, which would need to be satisfied with firther studies on the subject.
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Further Sndy

The conclusion ofthis thesis has p¡ovided the context for further studies on

downstream price adjustments. On average, the Canadian retail prices for motor gasoline

do indicate pattem and amount asymmetry for the period under review. The following is

an outline ofthe study that would further the research with conclusions on the severity of

the concem.

Using the model derived in this thesis on regional retail prices to account for

differences in distribution channel, volume of trade, and retail price wars. As

described in Chapter I, the market conditions of the petroleum industry become

regionally focüsed in the distribution ofretail gasoline.

Understanding that empirical retail prices ofdiffering regions may respond more

accurately to different sets ofprice benchmarks for crude oil. The ¡etail ma¡ket

for gasoline in the Toronto region, for example, represents a market ofhigh

volume of trade with a distribution channel of crude oil that is unique from cities

like Vancouver. Having more crude oil imported from the U.S. (due to the close

vicinity), the use of the West Texas Intermediate (WTI) benchmark for crude oil

would provide a mo¡e accurate representation ofthe downsheam price response

in regions like the Toronto area. The Edmonton Can Par benchma¡k would better

apply to the central and westem part ofthe country.

Understanding the influences of other variable cost factors on the price ofretail

gasoline. Given the complex distribution charurel for peholeum products, the

wholesale market may also play a large role in the hansfer ofprice changes

between the upstream and downstream markets. Performing similar tests on sub-
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markets ofthe distribution channel would provide understanding ofthe pricíng

influences at each level, and indication of the impact on the market.

An interesting development in the research is the concept oftime lag and its

influence on downstream price adjustment pattems. Some evidence has been

provided to the effect that some of the observed pattem asymmetry could be

explained by lagged responses in the downstream price, given periods of¡andom

increases and decreases in the upstream price. The observed pattem asymmetry

in past and current empirical studies, however, tend to be unique, rather than

random. Price increases tend to always result in quicker downsheam responses.

A concept for further development would be the question ofwhether the inclusion

ofprice increases or decreases in the latter periods ofthe time-series data would

have differing impact on the observed pattem of adjustment. Given the concept

ofpure time-lag influences, one would expect that price changes ofone direction

(increases/decreases) would result in a slower response had the majority of the

occurrences been in the latter periods ofthe data series. This is expected because

the adjustment response in the latter periods would include the lag effects of all

preceding price changes.



Appendix A

Tables of Price Series Analysis

All prices in Canadian cents per liÍe

Table 2(a) Lagged Decreases in Price ofRetail Gasoline

tåg l¡dicator W€ek of Relail Gas Price C¿n ParCrude Prices

E',t/|13 29.20

Diff6erice
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13.65

13.04

16.25

t6.56

16.42
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15.69
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t5.54

t 5.41

15.60

11.47

16.30

18.67

t8.32

l7.35

16.87

15.74

t7.93

t7.66

16.44

17.21

15.54

15.94

t5.27

t4.33

14.64

. 13.92

15.22

14.76

t4.12

14.7 |

14.49

13.44

16.97
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17.33
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15.45
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14.68
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15.4t
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15.77
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r6.39

t7.00

15.43

15.50

13.33

13.08

t2.35
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13.36

10.87
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t0,46
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14.51

14.66

14.63

14.74

14.67

14.70
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942t4

92t3/3

943/17

92t4n

92/5t5

946/9

92/7/21

2 9A7/28

92t8t25

92/918

949122

92iLt/24

2 92/12t1

9Al/29
93t?/9

%ßn
9313130

9314/t3

93t5t4

9316lt

93t6t29

9317D7

93/8n4

%/9nl
93/10/5

93 U28

94t2n

Retåil Gas Pric€

3t.70

30.90

3l.60

30.60

30.90

30.10

30.50

30.00

29.10

31.60

3l.20

30.40

32.s0

32.80

32.80

30.70

32.50

33.20
- 33.10

3t.40

30.80

28.50

26.n
25.30

26.00

2s.90

27.30

28.60

30.70

29.40

29.00

28.'70

27.20

29.50

28.30

28.40

28.20

27.20

26.00

27.20

26.90

28.00

28.00

26.70

26.n
26.80

26.00

23.t0

23.70

Can ParCrùde Prices D¡fler€nce

t3.28 t8.42

13.65 t7.25

14.t2 17.48

t4.14 16.46

14.47 16.43

14.56 1s.54

14.50 16,00

14.98 15.02

15.16 13.94

16.17 15.43

16.28 14.92

16.40 14.00

t3.15 19.35

11.74 21.06

13.01 r9.'Ì9
14.83 15.87

14.70 t7.80

14.85 18.35

t5.09 18.6t

:5.00 16.40

15.58 15.23

t2.64 15.86

13.26 t3.64

13.22 12.08

t 3.I4 12.E6

14.08 11.82

14.90 12.40

t5.98 12.63

15.36 15.34

15.51 13.89

15.23 13.j7

15.67 13.03

16.53 10.68

15.43 14.07

15,51 12J9
14.86 13.54

14.86 13.34

t4.9t 12.29

14.46 tt.S4 .

14.85 12.35

t4.96 11.94

14.69 13.3t

14.08 13.92

12.98 13.72

13.69 13.2t

12.81 13.99

14.50 I l.5o
10.96 12.t4

I t.45 t2.25
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llg Indicato¡ we€k of

94/3/l

94/3115

94ßn2
3 94t3129

9AtA/t9

Relâil Cas Price

23.60

24,00

23.70

22.40

24.50

26.80

27.60

27.40

28.00

27.30

28.10

26.90

26.00

25.80

25.80

25.20

24.90

25.30

24.30

24.50

29.60

28.90

28.00

25.20

25.90

25.90

23.80

24.00

23.50

25.60

23.90

25.40

25.20

24.10

26.60

27.40

32.00

31.40

28.90

26.30

26.ú
26.70

27.60

28.t0

28.50

28,00

28.60

29.00

28.20

Can Par Crude Prices

.t3

I1.06

I l.8t

11.85

t3.28

14.84

t4.81

t6.91

16.53

r6.39

14.27

14.04

14.54

14.49

14.66

15.75

t 5.51

15.73

15.44

16.12

t 6.31

15.64

14.37

14.41

14.66

14.90

t4.o2

14.4E

t4.12

r5.95

t6.02

¡5.36

t4.76

15.89

18.38

¡E.87

17.60

t8.55

t7.27

17.54

t7.67

17.83

t9.21

tE.70

20.60

20.57

r9.86

21.44

2l.8 t

76

94/5t24

94/6n

94/6/2t

9417119

94/8t2

94/9t6

94/9127

94lt0t4

94/tlll
94/11129

95/1n4

95t2/7

95/2121

9513/21

951414

95/5/23

9516/6

951714

9518/L

95/8129

9519/t2

95/10/24

951ll/t4

95111/21

95/tAt9

96/l/2

96/t/23

96/At3

9612120

9613/19

96/4/9

945114

96/5n8

96/6n8

96t7t2

96/719

96/8t6

9618120

96/9/3

96/9/t7

96/10t1

96ln/19

96/12,31

971'/7

Difference

12.47

t2.94

I t.89

10.55

1t.22

I r.96

12.79

10.49

1t.47

t0.91

t3.83

r2.86

I I .46

I r.3l

.¡4

9.45

9.39

9.57

8.86

8.38

13.29

13.26

13.63

r0.79

1t.24

I t.00

9.78

9.52

8.?8

9.65

7.88

10.04

10.44

8.21

8.22

8.53

14.40

12.85

I 1.63

8.76

E.33

8.87

E.39

9.40

7.90

7.43

E.74

7.56

6.39



Table 2(b) Lagged Increases in Price ofRetail Gasoline
tag Indicator Week of Retail Cas Price Can parCrude price

l-ag Indicåtor Week of
9?/3/\t

2 97t3^8
. 9714129

9715/t3

97/6/24

97|',|/2

97tgn9

97/9/23

97/1017

97^0/28

87t2t3 29.90

2 87/2/t0 30.t0

87/2/24 31.40

E7t4/14 3t.50

87/8t2s - 32.90

E7t9/8 32.70

2 87t9/t5 33.20

81/11/24 33.20

87/t2/15 32.m

88/l/s 32.70

88/t/19 32.10

88/3/E 30.90

88/3/22 30.10

88/6 4 30.50

847/5 30.50

88/t l/8 27.20

89t5/16 31.70

89t6t6 31.80

8918/L 32.70

89/10/3t 31.40

90t3t6 32.t0

90/4t3 33.40

90/4t24 33.10

90/6/s 33.80

90t6/19 34.10

90 0t9 39.80

90/10t30 40.20

90/L1t20 43.10

9v5m 3l.90

9|8/6 33.90

91/|t26 3 ¡.90

9t/t2/t0 30.70

9Uvt4 29.70

9212t25 27.30

943/t0 26.30

Can Par Crude Prices

l't.49

t7.ñ
11.14

17.3E

15.94

t6.30

16.92

t6.4t

18.53

t7;1t

RetailCâs Pric€

29.s0

28.40

28.50

28.00

28.t0

26.70

30.10

29.60

28.40

26.90

D¡ffer€nce

t2.0t

10.80

I1.36

10.62

12.16

t0.40

13.t8

13.l9

9.87

9.19

Difference

r4.56

14.96

r6.98

t6.83

16.46

17.32

17.92

r E.l7

t8.t4

19.79

I9.05

18.'t7

I E.3t

t7.73

r9.01

t7.35

17.13

t'7.11

t8.81

17.t2

t6.23

t 9.10

20.50

21.10

22.25

13.47

17.35

2l.81

17.33

19.06

17.26

16.19

t7.20

14.62

13.36

15.34

t 5.14

14.42

14.67

16.44

t5.38

15.28

r5.03

14.76

12.91

13.05

12.13

11.79

t2.77

lt.49
9.85

14.57

14.63

13.89

14.28

r5.87

14.30

t2.60

12.70

I1.85

26.33

22.85

t4.57

t4.84

t4.64

13.91

t2.50

12.68

12.94
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l-ag I¡dicator \ryeek of
9215112

92/5t26

92/8/\8

949/29

9Al0/27

9U|/3
9A\1110

92ltag

93/vt2
9313123

93t4127

93t5/25

9316122

93/716

93/7120

93l9ll4

93lt'lt2
93110/26

93111/9

93/147

9v12/21

94/2/22

94t3t8

94/5t31

94/6t28

94|',t/26

94/E/9

2 94/8116

94/t0/n

94/L1t15

941t2/13

951'/3t

951U14

9514/18

951519

2 9515 6

9515130

9st6n0

951915

95ll0l3

95nt/7

95111128

96/I/16

961315

961412

9614n3

96tsn

96/6t4

96nt30

Retail Gas Price

29.40

28.10

30.r0

28.30

28.30

29.70

29.90

30.00

29.70

27.30

28.10

29.00

29.40

28.70

27.80

27.90

26.70

28.10

27.10

24.70

24.00

23.70

25.00

2E.10

27.80

28.50

29.20

30.30

26.t0

27.90

25,50

25.90

25.80

27.t0

30.10

30.80

29.80

29.90

27.20

26.20

25.40

23.70

26.40

26.60

28.00

3t.20

32.50

31.60

27.90

Can Pâr Crùde Price Difference

14.89

t4.74

t4.85

16.45

16.05

t5.34

15.29

14.48

14.07

t4.44

14.77

14.21

13.95

13.68

12.95

12.80

14.28

13.70

12.82

I L30

10.ó0

t0.66

I1.05

14.63

t6.03

16.02

15.71

15.08

t4.45

14.53

13.94

15.39

15.26

15.94

t6.40

15.88

15.60

15.40

t4.61

14.45

14.4r

t4.72

15.07

16.41

t8.40

19.87

17.50

17.06

14.51

13.36

15.25

11.85

t2.25

14.36

14.61

t5.52

15.63

12.86

13.33

14.'t9

15.45

15.02

t4.85

15.10

12.43

14.40

14.28

13.40

13.40

t3.04

13.95

13.47

11.71

t2.48

13.49

15.22

I 1.65

13.37

11.56

t 0.51

10.54

I l.l6
13.70

14.92

t4.20

14.50

12.59

I t.75

10.99

8.98

I L33

10.19

9.60

I1.33

15.00

14.54

t1.32 10.58
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[39lndicâlor Week of

9(,tRt27

Retail Gas P¡ice

28.20

29.m

29.0t)

30.90

30.30

30.00

28.80

30.20

29.90

30.90

32.20

29.'t0

28.30

2'1.60

Cari P¿r Crude Price

r8.50

19.12

19.56

21.58

18.53

17.10

16.94

18.09

16.20

16.73

16.67

t 8.10

17.53

16.62

96 t/5
96111126

9711t14

97lAta

9713t4

9115/6

9715/27

97l6ll0

97/8/12

97lEl26

97110114

97/fi/t8
97ll212

Difference

9.70

10.78

9.44

9.32

11.77

12.90

1t.86

l2.t I

13.70

14.17

15.53

11.60

t0.77

t0.98

Table 3(a) Increases in Prices ofRetail Gasoline and Crude Oil (no lagged periods)
Vy'eek of Retail Gas Price Can Par Crude Price Diflerence

8713t24 31.30 - 14.57 16.73

81/5/5 30.70 14.88 t5.82

87t5/t2 3t.40 t5.03 16.37

87lsl26 31.80 15.6t 16.19

87/61t6 32.10 15.91 16.19

8716/30 32.30 16.t0 16.20

87/7/7 32.30 16.12 16.18

87/7/21 32.80 16.89 15.91

8719/29 32.90 1s.49 17.41

87/10/27 32.40 15.63 t6.77

87/11/3 33.00 15.14 17.26

8gl2n 32.10 r3.r3 18.91

8813/29 30.50 11.89 t8.61

88l4lt2 30.40 12.49 t7.91

8ql8l2 28.80 I Ì.40 17.40

88/10/18 28.30 9.79 l8.5l
88/l t/t5 2820 9.89 18.31

88ll2lt3 27.m t0.69 17.21

EA12l20 2't.90 11.07 16.83

89lt/t7 28.10 12.58 15.52

E9lA2t 28.50 12.47 16.03

89l3l2l 28.10 13.7t 14.39

89/3/28 29.30 13.93 15.37

a9l4l25 31.00 15.11 15.83

891512 31.20 15.29 15.91

8916n7 31.10 t4.49 16.6¡

89nh 32.30 14.51 17.13

89ßn9 32.30 13.25 19.05

89l9lt9 32.30 t3.93 t8.37

a9^2112 30.80 14.2t t6.59

90/l/9 29.70 t5.92 13;t8
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Week of
90iL/23

90/s/l

90/518

9015/22

90/713

90/7/t7

9017/31

9115n

9l/6/4

9tnn
9t/'1/9

9v7t23

9 8/27

9t/9/24

9t/t0tE

9vt0l22

92/l n
92t1/28

92t2/11

92/3/24

92/4t14

9Z4nA

92/612

92/6116

92t6/30

92/8/4

9U9ll

92/9/15

92/10/t3

92/11/17

9At2l22

931U2

9313/9

93/4t6

93/511t

9316/8

9318t3

9318/t7

9318/31

9319/28

931t1123

94lt1n
94/1n5

94t218

94/4/5

94/4/t2

9414/26

941s/LO

94/5n7

Retail Gas Price

31.70

33.r0

33.10

33.50

33.60

33.70

34.10

3l.90

31.90

32.90

33.40

32.90

34.00

32.40

32.00

32.50

28.90

29.80

27.t0

27.90

28.r0

28.70

29.70

29.90

31.40

30.10

30.00

29.40

28.60

30.10

29.40

28.80

27.50

27.80

28.60

29.80

27.70

27.50

28.20

27.20

25.10

23.30

24.30

24.20

23.90

25.30

25.10

24.90

27.tO

D¡lïerence

t5.69

20.47

20.t0

19.95

22.06

2l.65

19.78

t'7.24

t7.24

19.39

t9.t4

11.5s

19.16

17.85

16.83

16.41

r5.69

t7.14

13.59

t4.46

13.79

t4.46

13.74

13.9r

t5.t9

\4.54

t4.69

13.24

t1.92

14.73

t4.90

l4.l I
t2.5t

12.98

13.48

¡5.06

14.27

14.04

l4.l I

13.80

12.31

12.l8

13.26

t2.52

I1.84

12.48

1t.26

10.56

12.30

80

Can Pa¡ Crude Price

16.01

t2.63

13.00 .

r3.55

r 1.54

12.05

14.33

14.66

14.66

13.51

14.26

15.35

14.84

14.55

15.l8

16.09

ì3.2t

12.66

13.51

t3.44

14.31

14.24

rs.96

15.99

t6.2t

t5.56

15.31

r 6.16

16.68

t5.37

14.50

t4.69

14.99

14.82

t 5.t3

t4.'t4

13.43

13.46

14.09

13.40

t2.79

11.12

11.04

I1.68

12.06

t2.82

13.84

t4.34

14.80



W€ek of Retail Gas Price

94/6/14 28.20

94l7lt2 28.40

94110125 26.80

94/t118 26.80

94112121 25.û
951v3 25.80

95llt7 26.00

95ßn 26.30

95/3/28 26.40

95/4/tt 26.70

9514/25 29.20

95lql8 26.10

9518122 27.20

95/9119 27.10

951101t7 25.40

95lt0l3t 24.60

95n215 2s.80

95/tUt2 25.80

96/l/9 25.90

96/46 25.40

9612/27 26.00

96t3/t2 26.80

9613126 21.30

9614/16 30.00

96/7116 28.60

96l8lt3 28j0
9619/L0 28.60

96lt0l8 29.20

96110/22 29.90

96/143 29.00

96 ?/10 29.t0

96^2t24 29.80

97U4 30.40

9713n5 28.70

97l4lt5 28.80

91t4t22 29.30

9715D0 29.70

97t718 27.80

9717D2 27.50

9' 7129 27.70

9718/5 30.40

9719130 30.00

97lt1l4 28.10

g1ltax 26.60

Can PârCrude Price D¡fference

rs.¡o l3.t I

16.12 12.28

13.87 12.93

t5.t5

14.t7

14.70

r4.89

15.48

l5.96

r6.36

t6.84

14.49

14.53

15.56

14.00

14.54

15.12

15.58

16.46

14.57

16.71

t6.50

t8.55

20.41

18.55

t8.31

20.1'1

20.76

21.39

19.E9

2t.17

2t.42

20.08

18.21

16.63

16.93

18.33

t6.52

t6.23

16.76

17.07

11.49

t1.92

15.92

I1.65

11.43

I l.l0
lt.ll
10.82

10.44

10.34

t2.36

I1.61

12.67

I1.54

I t.40

r0.06

t0.ó8

10.22

9.44

r0.83

9.29

¡0.30

8.7 5

9.s9

10.0s

9.99

8.43

E.44

8.51

9.t I

7.93

8.38

t0.32

10.49

12.17

12.37

tt.37

I t.2E

tt.27

10.94

13.33

t2.51

t0.18

10.68

Table 3(b) Periods ofStable Crude-Oil Pric€s

Week of Relail Gas Price Ca¡ Parcrude P¡ice Difference

97t9/2 31.40 t6.6'Ì 14.73
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Vy'eek of
E7/12/8

88/416

89/ú/t4
E8/8/23

Egl12l5

9Ut'l6
89llLl28

88/8/9

87/10t20

8816n

88/9/27

87/8^t

88/5/10

88t9/6

90/11t6

9314120

8El8/16

89/8/22

88/8/30

88/5/3 r

88/5/3

8718/4

E9/11/21

87/t0lt3

89/t0/10

8819120

9t/t1lt2

Relâil Gas Price

31.80

30.00

30.r0

27.m

29.70

27.10

30.30

28.30

32.30

29.40

29.00

33.10

29.70

28.00

29.70

28.50

31.00

28.10

29.70

29.80

33.40

30.90

32.70

3t.60

29.30

32.60

I1.40

15.50

12.98

t0.7E

17.00

13.36

I t.40

t5.92

t4.85

I 1.40

13.0t

t 1.40

12.98

t3.36

t7.00

14.t0

15.50

14.t4

10.78

15.60

Week of Retail Gas Price Can PârCrude Price

8712/17 29.80 14.87

8713/3 31.10 13.90

E 3l10 30.80 13.77

8714m 31.30 14.38

87/81t8 32.10 16.96

81l9ll 32.û t5.87

a7ltllto 33.00 15.65

87lll/17 32.70 15.30

87/tAt 32.60 14,86

87/1422 32.40 13.67

87ltu29 31.70 12.92

EA/9 30.80 12.92

8812!23 29.30 12.87

88i3ll 29.20 t2.66

88/3i t5 29.?0 I t.96

E8l5l17 29.60 13.10

8815n4 2920 t2.98

8vg2t 30.20 12.25

88/6128 29.90 12.03

Can ParCrude Price Difference

t4.86 16.94

12.92 17.08

14.10 16.00

11.40 16.50

14.t0 15.60

t6.45 1t.25

t4.t0 1620

16.90

16.80

t6.42

18.22

16.10

t6.34

t6.60

13.78

t2.35

r7.l0
11.99

t6.70

16.72

16.44

t6.40

16.80

t7.20

17.46

18.52

17.00

Difference

14.93

17.20

17.03

16.92

t5.14

16.73

t7.35

t7.40

11.74

18.73

18.78

17.88

16.43

16.54

17.74

16.50

16.22

17.95

17.87
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Table 3(c) Decreases in Prices ofRetail Gasoline and Crude Oil (no lagged periods)



Week of Retail Gas Price

88/1112 29.90

88t7/r9 29.70

8E/9/13 27.80

88lt0l4 28.80

88/t0/ 28.10

E8l|/29 26.60

891217 26.80

89/At4 26.70

E9l5l9 3t.20

8916/13 31.30

89/6/20 30.40

891', 25 30.50

89/8/8 32.00

agtg/ts 30.80

aglll1 30.E0

9012120 30.20

9012127 29.70

90l3lt3 32.10

9013120 3¡.50

9013127 31.10

9014110 32.E0

9014117 3l.40

90/5129 32.80

90l6lt2 33.20

90/6/26 33.00

901914 31.70

90/10/23 39.30

90lnlt3 41.70

90l12ltt 41.30

90/1u18 40.50

9t/5/28 3l.60

9v6/tt 31.60

9v6/t8 3l.40

9ll6n5 31.t0

9111t30 32.50

9v8t20 32.60

gvglto 3330

9lt9lt7 32.00

9vt0t29 32.00

9v1 5 31.00

9t/últ9 31.30

9!tu3 30.20

911t2^7 28.n
9 tU24 28.60

92/AtA 26.30

943ß1 26.A0

w4/21 2730

92l5lt9 27.60

92/6/23 2qm

Can Par Crude Price

r 1.40

t0.76

10.78

Ì0.45

9.63

10.02

t2.31

t2.30

14.60

14.49

14.46

14.54

13.01

14.10

16.39

t6.34

15.31

14.84

14.51

14.13

13.12

13.08

r L94

I L50

19.60

24.80

24.58

18.93

l8.t I

t4.45

14.36

13.40

t3.36

14.91

t4.58

14.90

14.50

16.0t

15.60

15.32

t4.54

t3.62

12.68

13.50

13.41

13.99

14.76

15.89

Diflerence

18.50

r 8.94

t7.02

18.35

18.47

r6.s8

14.49

t4.40

r6.60

t6.8t

15.94

15.96

1E.58

t7.79

l6;10

13.81

13.36

16.79

16.66

t6.59

18.67

18.28

19.73

2t.26

21.50

12.10

14.50

1'1.12

22.38

22.39

t7.t5

t7.24

18.00

t'l.74

17.59

18.03

18.40

t'l.50

15.99

15.40

t5.98

15.66

¡5.28

15.92

12.80

r3.39

13.31

12.84

r4.01
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Week of Retâil cas Price

92nn 31.30

92l1lt4 31.20

9U8/11 29.00

92/10/20 28.10

92ltut5 29.10

9311/5 27.90

93ll/19 28.60

93lt/26 28.20

93lUt6 27.60

93/2/23 27.50

9313116 26.80

9y5/14 28.30

9316/t5 28.20

93n/t3 27.30

93/8/10 26.10

93/9/7 27.20

931t0/t9 26.30

93ll|2 26.80

93ln/16 24.80

93111t30 24.40

93/12/14 23.50

94lr/4 22.5Q

94^^8 22.m

94/2 5 23.60

94/5/3 24.60

941715 26.80

94t8/23 30.00

94/8/30 29.60

94/9/13 27.40

94/9/20 27.00

941t0/t8 25.20

94ln/22 27.50

9411U6 24.50

94n2/20 25.00

95lt/t0 24.20

9512J28 24.00

95l3lt4 24.70

9515n 28.80

9516/t3 28.10

9516/27 28.60

95fl1t 28.00

9517118 26.80

95t7t25 25.90

95/8/15 25.70

95/9t26 25.80

95lt0lt0 25.30

9611/30 25.00

96t4130 30.60

96/512t 32.00

Ca¡ ParCrude Price Diflere¡ce

15.80 15.50

15.25 15.95

15.10 13.90

16.68 11.43

14.33 14.78

t4.21 t3.69

13.74 t4.86

t3.64 14.56

14.75 t2.85

14.32 r3.rß

t4.54

14.66

14.30

13.25

13.t6

13.76

14.08

t3.lE

t2.53

t2.36

r0.90

10.63

t0.76

t0,8t

13.81

15.89

14,48

14.09

t4.t7

13.40

13.57

14.22

14.07

13.77

I4.58

15.40

15.22

16.7t

15.57

14.33

l4.l I
14.00

t3.'t6

r4.46

14.49

t3.64

14.50

19.28

I'1.57

12.26

13.64

r3.90

14.05

12.94

13.44

12.22

13.63

12.28

t2.04

12.60

I L87

12.t4

12.79

t0.79

I0.91

r5.52

t 5.51

13.23

13.60

l r.63

l3.28

10.43

11.23

9.62

8.60

9.48

12.09

12.53

t4.27

13.89

12.E0

12.14

t1.24

I l.3l
I1.66

r0.50

1t.32

t4.43
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Week of
96/6/tt

9616/25

96nD3

9619124

961toir5

961t0129

96/tt/12

96ltat7
97lt/21

97lt/28

97l2ltt

97/2125

97l4tl

971418

97t6/3

97t6117

971'7/t5

971919

97/9/16

97 /10/21

97lllt2
97/lt/25

97t12/9

971lU16

97lta30

Retai¡ Gas Price

30.30

26.40

2',t.E0

2E.10

28.50

29.30

29.10

29.10

29.',?0

29.10

29.60

29.30

2E.10

28.t0

29.60

28,50

27.50

31.00

30.20

28.40

26.70

26.70

26.20

24.80

25.E0

Can Par Crude Price Difference

16.91 13.39

t6.94 9.46

t7.92 9.E8

19.88 E.22

20.67 7.83

20.53

18.98

20.47

20.98

t9.62

¡8.74

l't.9t
17.58

16.38

t7.49

15.81

16.05

16.39

¡6.30

t7.40

t'|.60

16.87

16.01

15,56

15.60

E;17

t0.t2

8.63

8.72

9.48

10.86

I1.39

10.52

|.72
t2.tt
12.69

I L45

t4.61

r3.90

l r.00

9.¡ 0

9.83

10.19

9.24

10.20
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Appendix B

Equation Estimation Results

Using the Eviews computer software to estimate the equation model developed in

Chapter IV of the thesis, the ¡esult of the estimation is tabulated in Table 6 below. In this

appendix, the estimated coefficients are analyzed, including hypothesis testing and

indications of specific adjustment behaviour of the downstream price.

Table 6 Results of Estimation
Dependent Variable: ÂR¡
Method: Least Squares
Date: 10/03/03 Time: 11:01
Sample(adjusted): I l20l 1287 121301 1997
Included observations: 568
f..t.¿"¿ .t."*"tit

Variable Coefficient Std. Erfor t-Statistic Prob.

Constant 0.255018

^ci 
0.279723

Àc*ur 0.239277
ac'o -0.039616
acì.r -0.235312
ÁR*u, -0.295806
ÂR-t.r -0.494794

EnorCor¡ectionTerm -0.119243
BEFORET 0.313407
AFTERT -0.369062

Qz, -0.416282

Q¡, -0.049021

Q., 0.284731

0.024t62 10.55458 0.0000
0.026621 10.50515 0.0000
0.027008 8.859533 0.0000
0.021662 -t.828848 0.0680
0.02226s -10.56854 0.0000
0.0t3522 -21.87617 0.0000
0.016317 -30.32294 0.0000
0.004412 -27.02525 0.0000
0.070022 4.475841 0.0000
0.051t22 -7.219233 0.0000
0.029002 -14.35363 0.0000
0.028054 -1.747391 0.081I
0.028s14 9.985552 0.0000

t7t8 7.01E-0s -24.48588 0.0000

R-squared
Adjusted R-squared
S.E. ofregression
Sum squared resid
Log likelihood
Durbin-Watson stat

0.908681 Mean dependent var -0.003521
0.906538 S.D. dependent var 0.582885
0.178197 Akaike info criterion -0.587518
17.59175 Sch\¡/ârz criterion -0.480494
180.8552 F-stafisric 424.0511
0.173863 Prob(F-statistic) 0.000000

Hypotheses Tesling:
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The following are sets ofhypotheses on the estimated response coefficients. The

intent is to test the relative significance of the response of the retail prìce to positive and

negative changes in the price ofcrude oil.

Hypothesis I

Hs: P! =s

H¡: BI *0

The t-statistic is 1.960 at 5Yo level ofsignificance. Compared with the calculated

t-score of 10.555, the null hypothesis cannot be accepted, and the indication is that the

estimated coefficient is statistically different ffom zero, and is significant.

Hypothesìs II

Ho: þi =0

H¡: Bo +0

The t-statistic is 1.960 at 5%o level ofsigrrificance. Compared with the calculated

t-score of 1.829 (in absolute terms), the null hþothesis cannot be rejected, and the

indication is that the estimated coefficient is not statistically different from zero, and is

not significant.

Hypothesìs III

Hot P; = P;

H¡: þi > þi

The lstatistic is 1.645 at 5% Ievel of significance. Compared with the calculated

t-sco¡e of I 1.993, the null hypothesis cannot be accepted, and the indication is that the
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estimated coefficient ofpositive changes in the púce of crude oil is statistically greater

than that ofnegative price changes.

Hypothesis IV

H¡: Bi + pi-, = p; + B;1

H¡: Bi + Bi_, + p; + p;,

The hypothesis is tested using a significance level of 5%. The critical F-value of

2.370 is calculated with degrees offreedom of4 in the numerator, and 554 in the

denominator (where the sample size is 568 observations and the number ofexplanatory

variables is 13, minus.l).

The calculated F-statistic is 168.947. Compared with the critical value of 2.370,

the null hypothesis cannot be accepted; and the indication is that the cumulated

coefficients are statistically different between positive and negative changes in the price

of crude oil (after one period oflag).
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